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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Background

In the era of globalization, the demands of certification and legalization of various
activities and economic agents cannot be avoided, including smallholding forest’s timber
in Indonesia. To date, various sheets/certification letters and legalization have widely
been known by the communal forest smallholding forest, starting from LEI (Indonesian
Ecolabel Institute/IEI) to SVLK (Timber Legality Verification System/TLVS). While LEI is
voluntary, SVLK is mandatory and this policy was issued by the stakeholder of Ministry of
Forestry (MoF) in 2003. In 2009, the MoF instructed that all forest business units from
upstream to downstream, forestry entrepreneurs as well as industries take the SVLK.
Some of the smallholding forests in Central Java Regency already obtained the
legalization and certification. In 2007, the smallholding forest in Wonogiri Regency had
obtained the certificates of sustainable forest management from LEI; however, there has
been no certainty about the continuity of the certification. On October 11, 2011, the SVLK
was submitted to five (5) regions including Bali Province, Blora Regency, Wonosobo
Regency, Gunungkidul Regency, and Konawe Regency in Southeast Sulawesi. The
SVLK for forest was given to the Smallholding Forest Association (Gapoktanhut) of "Jati
Mustika" in Blora Regency whereas the SVLK for Sengon was given to the Smallholding
Forest Owners Association (APHR) of "Jokomadu" in Wonosobo Regency.
The objectives of the legalization and certification are to improve the management of
wood industries, increase the optimality of the space under the stands/trees, avoided
cutting trees just to fulfill urgent needs, improve the welfare of the smallholders, and
control illegal logging, which has been widely conducted in Indonesia. However, the
implementation of the LEI or SVLK among the smallholders is not easy, and there have
been a lot of socio-economic constraints and barriers regarding this although there is a
Local Government Regulation related to the SVLK which is still in the process of drafting
and ratification in Blora Regency and Regency Wonosobo.
Initially, the implementation of the legalization and certification (LEI / SVLK) was expected
to increase the price of wood (with a popular term of "premium price") so that it would
bring changes to the value chain in the small scale timber trade in which it had been
controlled by the merchants-middlemen in various business scales and ultimately would
increase the income and equity (fairness) in the smallholders’ welfare from this timber
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trade. However, instead of obtaining a premium price for their timber trade and an
increase in their income and fairness, the smallholders encountered a number of
problems such as how they had to pay for the surveillance cost (per year) and cost of the
extension of the SVLK and LEI certificates (after five years), reaching tens of millions of
rupiahs and many other economic issues related to the value chain of the small scale
timber trade.
Therefore, this report will present a detailed discussion of the value chain in the small
scale timber trade in three different areas that is Wonogiri Regency which already
obtained LEI certificate and Blora and Wonosobo Regencies which already obtained the
SVLK sertificates in the existing condition (4 years after receiving the LEI certificate and 6
months after receiving the SVLK certificate) and the projection of the impacts of these
certificates on the smallholding timber in the three regencies in the future, especially in
terms of the capability of the SVLK and LEI certification in improving fairness of the small
scale timber trade.
1.2.

The Objectives of the Report

In general, this report was aimed at gaining an overview and development of value chain
and small scale timber trade certification in 3 (three) regencies, namely Wonogiri, Blora
and Wonosobo. In addition, the specific objectives to be achieved were as follows:

(1)

Assessing the existing condition of the small scale timber trade, including the value
chain and timber prices in 3 (three) regencies, namely Wonogiri, Blora and
Wonosobo.

(2)

Assessing the effects of the LEI and SLVK certification on fairness among the small
scale timber traders in 3 (three) regencies, namely Wonogiri, Blora and Wonosobo.

1.3. Methodology
Secondary data and primary data were used in this report. The primary data were
collected by purposive sampling survey in six districts in three regencies of different
studies, i.e. Districts of Giriwoyo and Batuwarno in Wonogiri Regency, Districts of Blora
and Randublatung in Blora Regency, and Villages of Jonggolsari and Besani in
Wonosobo Regency. Interviews using questionnaires, indepth interview and FGD (Focus
Group Discussion) were performed to obtain data on small scale timber trades.
Furthermore, the data were processed with a simple statistical method and presented in a
descriptive-qualitative way, including market structure and value chain of small scale
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Teak wood trade in Blora and Wonogiri Regencies and trade structure of Sengon timber
in Wonosobo Regency, and so on.

2.

THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK

Various theories and analyses related to the value chain were constructed. Value chain
was first developed by Porter (1985) in his book "Competitive Advantage: Creating and
Sustaining Superior Performance", and this is a tool to test the whole enterprise activities
systematically and to see its relationship to analyze the competitiveness of the
enterprises. Furthermore, Porter (1995) also states the value chain as "a way of
presenting the construction of value as related to end customer”. From the definition, it is
clearly stated that the value chain is built as a way to gain added value of the final
products and aims to improve competitiveness, reduce costs, expand market share, and
ultimately improve overall profitability.
Furthermore, Porter (1998), states that value chain is "... the model that helps to analyze
specific activities through roommates firms can create value and competitive advantage".
This view is also reinforced by Christine (2005), who states that "a value chain analysis is
an analytical framework which urges consideration of the various activities and roles of
economic agents, throughout the various stages of production, including upstream inputs
down to their final consumption by the ultimate consumers” as illustrated in Figure 1
below.
Figure 1 clearly indicates that a value chain is a series of activities of logistic supplier
input (production factors), process of manufacturing operations, process of finishing
products (brand, packaging, storage), distribution and sales (marketing and sales) and
services for consumers- who require supporting activities of the enterprise infrastructure,
human resource management, technology development and availability of raw materials
in a broad scope of activities that can produce products that have a high market value
and competitiveness.
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Figure 1. The Framework of Value Chain Analysis on Various Activities and Economic Agents

In terms of the implementation, value chain activities do not only cover one geographic
area but may also cover a larger area and are connected with various trade agents such
as smallholding forest, traders (small and large scaled traders), and related companies or
both primary and secondary industries. The illustration of the tie of market and value
chain in limitless geographic areas can be seen in Figure 2.
The value chain built from the input supply required in the production-process-distributors
(exporters, wholesalers and retailers) is not limited to a particular region. This indicates
that every point of every activity and economic agent in its marketing system can
construct its added value in order to enhance its output competitiveness and the added
value can be built by not considering the area’s constraints. The longer the activities of
the supply chain, the higher the added value obtained by the marketing agents. It also
applies to the value chain in the small scale timber trade in 3 (three) regions of Wonogiri,
Blora and Wonosobo Regencies where the small scale timber smallholding forest
generally act as suppliers of timber for furniture manufacturers in Temanggung and
Jepara Regencies, DIY or Semarang; therefore, the trade system is not limited by the
administrative area.
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Figure
2. Supply Chain and Value Chain which are not limited by Geographic Areas
	
  

The construction of similar value chain can also be carried out for smallholding timber
forests with various related economic market agents (economic) starting from
smallholding smallholding forest of timber with their variety of land area (as producers),
distributors

(small-scaled

collectors-middlemen-large-scaled

collectors-wholesalers),

processing (artisan industries, ring, and furniture) to exporters that export timber/wood
products to the export markets (e.g. the countries in Europe) - through activities that can
increase the added value, competitiveness and market share expansion of smallholding
timber forests.
The amount of profit distribution or value added distribution obtained by each agent along
the value chain is determined by the relationship shape between the principles (trust
grantors) and agents (trust recipients) that occurs among the actors in the chain, because
each actor tries to maximize their profits.
In regards to value chain, the certification of SVLK and LEI becomes one instrument that
can increase the added value of the small scale timber trade through a variety of
requirements that must be met in the the small scale timber sales such as the certainty of
land width, orderly governance and people's ownership of the number of trees, diameter
(medelen), minimum number of timber allowed to be traded in the market, an increase in
the quality of the small scale timber through pruning and tree maintenance, and others.
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LEI and SVLK certificates may also increase competitive advantage by expanding the
market share of the the small scale timber trade from domestic market oriented to export
market so that the prices of the small scale timber are expected to rise (via a 'premium
price'). Therefore, it is expected that there is an improvement of fairness in income and
welfare of the market agents, especially smallholding forest of the small scale timber who
have been stigmatized as the smallest value added recipients among the other market
agents, such as middlemen and industries.
3.

THE EXISTING CONDITIONS OF THE SMALL SCALE TIMBER TRADE

The existing condition is used to 'portray' the Teak wood and Sengon trades 6 (six)
months after the smallholding forest received the SVLK certifcate and 4 (four) years after
receiving the LEI certificate in 3 (three) regencies whose cases were studied i.e. Blora
and Wonosobo Regencies receiving the SVLK certification and Wonogiri Regency
receiving the LEI certification. The study of 'the portrait' of the existing condition was
divided by 2 (two) sub-studies, the market variability and value chain of the small scale
timber trade in Wonogiri, Blora, and Wonosobo Regencies in Central Java Province.
3.1. Market Variability and Prices of The Small Scale Timber Trade
Market variability discussed in this paper is the variability that includes the market
structure and system of the small scale timber trade, conditions of buyers and sellers of
the small scale timber, related institutions, and requirements of the realization of the small
scale timber trade, and so on. Variability market of the small scale timber in Blora,
Wonosobo and Wonogiri Regencies is not greatly different from each other. Differences
in market and price variability in the three regencies are more determined by the type of
timber being traded. For example, the variability and price of Sengon timber in Wonosobo
Regency will be different from those of teak wood in Blora and Wonogiri Regencies. The
differences include the sizes, shapes, wood cutting cycles, and so forth.
The following table 1 presents the market variability and the small scale timber trade in
Blora, Wonosobo, and Wonogiri Regencies.
Table 1 is a reference in the discussion of variability of the small scale timber trade in
each regency studied. The variability of the small scale timber trade in Blora, Wonosobo
and Wonogiri will be discussed as follows
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Table 1. The market variability and the small scale timber trade in Blora, Wonosobo, and
Wonogiri Regencies
No

Center of Small Scale Timber

Description

Blora Regency

Wonosobo Regency

Wonogiri Regency

1.

Market Structure

Oligopoly

Perfect Competition

Oligopoly

2.

Market System

Subsistence-Traditional

Moderately Liberal

Subsistence-Traditional

3.

Market Orientation

Domestic- Subsistence
in villages

Profit Oriented –choosing
buyers with the highest
bid

Domestic- Subsistence in
villages-kinship

4.

Sellers and Buyers

A large number of
Smallholding forest but
Limited Traders

A large number of
Smallholding forest and
Traders

A large number of
Smallholding forest but
Limited Traders

6.

Market Insititutions
involved

Smallholding forest,
Pedagang
Pengepul, Brokers,
Wholesellers in Blora and
Jepara

Smallholding forest,
Wood Cutters, Brokers,
Collectors, Chainsaw,
Sapuran industry,
Temanggung industry

Smallholding forest, Wood
Cutters, Wholesellers in
Jepara

Shapes of Timber
on Trade

Stands and

Stands and Cubication

Stands and Cubication
80% and Board 20%
(‘nempil’)

Size of Timber from
trees which are cut
to fulfill urgent
needs

Piton:

Piton:

medelen of 7-10cm and
length of 7-8m

medelen of 7-10cm and
circumference 50 cm

Piton:
diameter of 10-14 cm

Prices of Timber
from trees which are
cut to fulfill urgent
needs
(Rupiah)

Teakwood 200,000 per
tree (Piton) or 400,000 3
500,000/m

Sengon 50.000 per tree
(Piton) or 300,0003
400,000/m

10.

Letters of Timber
Trade

SKSKB( Forestry Office)
SKAU (Village)

SKSKB and SKAU

SIT/SKAU (village) and
SKSKB (Office of Forestry)

11.

Fee for the issue of
Letters

Rp 50,000/SKSKB

Rp 25,000/SKAU

Rp 25,000/SIT

12.

Average Value of
Timber Sold/day
(Rupiah)

<10 millions) àLocal
merchants/brokers

<10 millions) àLocal
merchants/brokers

kecil (’nempil’) à
bakul

> 50millions) à
wholesellers/industries

> 15 millions) à
wholesalers/industries

> 16 millions)à
wholesalers/industries

Cutting Cycle

2-3 years

5-10 years

5-10 years (ideal = 25
years

7.

8.

9.

13.

Logs/Cubication

circumference 80cm
3

Teakwood 340,000/m
3
(Piton) and 2,7 millions/m
(A2);
3

Mahagony 1,3 million/m ;
3
Acacia 1,4 million/m

ke

Source: Primary Data, 2012.
Note:
-

Oligopoly is a market structure in which a large number of smallholding forest of small scale timber exist and
there are some traders/collectors in the district/village level while perfect competition is a market structure in
which a large number of smallholding forest of of small scale timber trade (as sellers when they sell their timber)
and collectors (as buyers that buy the timber) exist.

-

Subsistence-Traditional is a market system where the of small scale timber trade is sold by smallholding forest in
a subsistent way in order to meet their urgent financial needs of households, and transactions are conducted
traditionally at the smallholdings’ house or the collectors directly go to the field, while liberal market system is
small scale timber trade for business (not only for meeting the immediate needs) with a large number of vehicles
carrying the collectors/merchants going in and out of the villages to collect the timber sold by smallholding forest..

-

The number of of small scale timber merchants is limited at the level of district/regency when there are only 2
(two) or 3 (three) merchants involved while the number of of small scale timber is not limited at the level of
district/regency when there are approximately more than 10 merchants involved.
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-

Nempil is a local term - related to the size of a very small wood circumference below piton - a popular wood term
in the timber smallholders, and the timber is generally sold directly to neighbors for home construction without the
need to obtain timber sale permit from the village or the forest office.

-

Certificate of Legal Logs (SKSKB) is a timber trade certificate issued by the Office of Forestry of a regency for
smallholding Teak wood; Certificate of Origin of Timber (SKAU) is a timber trade certificate issued by Head of the
village head for non-smallholding Teak wood, while the Cutting Permit (SIT) is a certificate issued by Head of the
village related to permit for cutting/felling.

3.1.1. Variability of Small Scale Timber Trade in Blora Regency
The research on the value chain of small scale timber trade in Blora Regency was
concentrated on 2 (two) different administrative regions, namely Blora and Randublatung
Districts, with different characteristics of the smallholding forests. In Blora District, timber
growers generally manage their forests independently and some are incorporated into
Gapoktanhut of "Jati Mustika", which was formed as a condition of their participation in
the SVLK program, while some smallholding forest in Randublatung District are in the
program area of Collaborative Forest Management (CBFM) of Forest Stakeholder Area of
Perhutani (KPH) of Randublatung. However, the small scale timber and smallholding
forest in both regions have the freedom to sell their timber independently. Despite being
in the PHBM program, they have absolutely no cooperation in timber trade with the KPH
of Randublatung, because generally the CBFM program gives assistance in soybean
seeds and nuts as crop plants planted under the teak trees.
Teak trees are greatly planted by the small scale or became booming, both in Blora and
Randublatung Districts, when the Ministry of Forestry ran the program of GERHAN
(GNRHL) in 2001, distributing teak seedlings free of charge to the small scales. Except
for Plantungan Village of Blora, teak tree plantation history began in the 1980s, when the
people from outside the village came to Plantungan and immediately resided illegally in a
land area planted with teak trees (state-owned land); therefore, there are some residents
who have who have teak trees aged over 20 years. When GERHAN program was
implemented, the smallholding forests refused to buy teak seedlings for because they
lived in poverty and could not afford the seedlings.
For the small scale timber trade of Blora, teak is a source of finance when experiencing
hard times. Sometimes a large number of smallholding forest have to harvest their teak
trees to fill their urgent household needs such as for medical treatment, school fees, and
wedding ceremonies for their children, and so on. Generally, most of the people in Blora
Regency are rice farmers or plant crop farmers, or migrants migrating out of the village or
outside the province as a group (called economic institution of ‘pondok boro’ 1 ). The
people in the group work as sugarcane factory laborers, waiters or waitresses at the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

The basis of the economic institution built is social capital i.e. a network built based on mutual trust among
the members of Pondok Boro.
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restaurants, or make a living by mining limestone. Although they have quite varied
livelihoods, teak trees are still greatly planted in the moor or yard as their own supplies in
case of their urgent financial needs of households.

Figure 3. The Characteristics of Small Scale Timber Traded in Districts of Blora and Randublatung:
Bad Quality due to White and Thick Gumbal (the white part of the logs)

From the quality of trees planted by the people in the two districts, it can be seen that the
teak logs tend to have a low quality, characterized by their small timber diameter
(dominated by the size of Piton, followed by size A1 and A2 which is even rarely found),
and in the second characteristic, the logs are marked with thicker gumbal and have a
white color (see Figure 3).
Therefore, it is no wonder that the price of small scale teak wood in Blora is low and
uncompetitive; as a result, it has not supported the improvement of the small scale’s
welfare in this area. Moreover, when the people need to fill their urgent needs, they will
sell the wood/trees, indicating that the system of wood trade does not consider the size
and quality of the wood.
The smallholding forest in Blora and Randublatung Districts have 5 (five) ways of selling
their teak wood:
(1) Teak wood is directly sold to the collectors (middlemen), and usually these collectors
have the power to determine the prices, because they are considered as trade
agents who have an interaction with external agents outside the village/district, such
as wholesalers or processing industries. In this system, the collectors are responsible
for the making of cutting permit certificate (the origin of wood). The system is usually
only for the sale of wood in small quantity, .i.e. 20 to 50 trees;
(2) Teak wood is sold to the collectors (middlemen), but the cutting permit certificate is
taken care of by the smallholding forest (land owners), especially if they sell the wood
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in bulk with the hope to increase the bargaining position related to timber selling price
which becomes relatively higher than that when the certificate is handled by the
collectors;
(3) Teak wood is directly sold the wood cutters (merchants or large-scale buyers) and
the certificates of the origin of wood and cutting permits are arranged by the wood
cutters;
(4) Teak wood is directly sold to consumers (in the neighboring villages), but this system
does not require certificates of the origin of wood and cutting permits because it is
only required if the timber is transported out of the village;
(5) Teak trees are offered to the collectors, and they will survey the teak stands, and the
pricing decision is made through a process of negotiation to get the highest price.
When they have reached an agreement with the price, the trees will then be cut. In
this system, the sale of trees in large quantity (200 to 500 trees) is offered to
collectors (wholesalers) and middlemen who will negotiate as intermediary traders
(mediator or popularly called 'basket') for wholesalers and smallholding forest timber
trade. The system of sale is called the purchase of the entire stock ‘borongan’
(standing stands), in which smallholding timber trade receive the net price based on
the agreement and the buyer will cut and take care of the making of the certificate of
timber origin (SKAU) at the village concerned.
Teak Wood with the size of piton with a diameter of 7 cm is popularly traded and
generally used as batten/reng raw materials. The price of piton Teak ranges between Rp
100,000 and Rp 200,000 per tree depending on the condition of the tree stands. If the
tree stands are not in good condition, the price will be Rp 100,000 per tree; on the other
hand, when they are in good condition, the price will be Rp 200,000 per tree. Margin
between the traders does not exceed Rp 10,000, per tree. The buyers or middlemen pay
the fee for the making of the certificate from the village office i.e. as much as Rp 50,000
per SKSKB document, which is usually valid for 1 trip (see Table 1 above).
Various timber prices for small scale timber in Blora and Randublatung Districts are
presented in Table 2 below:
The information was obtained from the chairman of Gapoktanhut

'Jati Mustika' who

states that teak wood with the size of piton is rarely sold in bulk, because the supply is
obtained from logging activities (logs) of thinning only, which can only be done by the
buyers or owners. There are two ways of selling timber from the thinning activities i.e. (1)
if the buyers themselves cut the trees, the owners mark the trees to be cut (sold). Teak
wood from bad quality of trees is rarely sold, and (2) if the owners/sellers themselves cut
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the trees, logs are then sold with a variation of 2-3 meters in length and price of about Rp
3,500 per log. Every single tree with a piton size can be cut into 2-3 logs. In addition,
teakwood with the size of A1 and A2 are also widely sold by the smallholding forest trade
in Blora Regency.
Table 2.

Comparison of Timber Prices at the Levels of Smallholding Forest and Collectors
(Middlemen) in Blora and Randublatung Districts
Wood Price per Region

Size of Roundwood
Stem/Batang
No.

Blora District

Randublatung District

Diameter
(cm)

Length
(m)

Farmer Level
(Rp/Pohon)

Collector Level
3
(Rp/m )

Broker Level
3
(Rp/m )

1

Piton (7-10)

7–8

20 thousand

500-600 thousand

600–700 thousand

2

10–13 (A1)

7–8

30 thousand

1.25 million

1.30 million

3

13-16 (A1)

7-8

60 thousand

1.35 million

1.50 million

4

16–19 (A1)

7–8

100 thousand

1.50 million

1.60 million

5

19-22 (A2)

7-8

200 thousand

2.30 million

2.40 million

6

22–28 (A2)

7–8

300 thousand

2.70 million

2.50 million

7

28-30 (A2)

7-8

600 thousand

3.30 million

3.50 million

8

≥ 30 (A3)

7–8

3 million

4.50 million

6 million

Source: Results of Interviews and FGD, 2012.

Furthermore, Table 3 indicates the differences of timber prices at the small scale timber
level with various wood diameter sold with the same price as that of wood products that
have been processed at the industry level.
Table 3. The Selling Price of Logs at the Smallholding Level and the Industry Level
Wood Prices
No.

1.

2.

Timber diameter

Piton (d = 7 cm)

A1(d = 10-13 cm)

Types of Products Sold
(Small Scale Teak Wood)

At the
Smallholding
Level (Rp/tree)

Type 1 1 : Piton Logs

20 Thousand

700 Thousand
1,250,000- 1,550,000

d = 10-13cm; P = 2m

1,250,000

d = 10-13 cm; P = 2.5 m
d = 10-13 cm; P = 3 m

30-50
Thousand

d = 10-13 cm; P = 2.5 m
d = 10-13 cm; P = 3 m

1,400,000

1,550,000

Type 2 : A1
d = 10-13cm; P = 2m

1,350,000

1,450,000

d = 10-13 cm; P = 4 m

A1(d = 13-16 cm)

Industry Level
3
(Rp/m )

Type 2 : A1

d = 10-13 cm; P = 3.5 m

3.

At the

1,350,000- 2,100,000
60 Thousand

1,350,000
1,400,000
1,450,000
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d = 10-13 cm; P = 3.5 m

1,500,000

d = 10-13 cm; P = 4 m

1,600,000

d = 22-28 cm ; P = < 2m
4.

A2 (d = 22 – 28 cm)

d = 22-28 cm ; P = 2 m
d = 22-28cm ; P 2.5-3 m

2,300,000
200 Thousand300 Thousand

d = 22-28cm ; P 3.1-5m
5.

A3 ( >28 cm)

d = > 30 cm ; p = 2 m

2,700,000
2,750,000
2,850,000

> 300
Thousand

4,000,000

Source : Primary Data, 2012.

Table 3 outlines the selling price of teak wood at smallholding level, price and type of
products traded by CV. Asmirah, one of the industries that process teakwood into building
materials and furniture in Blora Regency. CV. Asmirah is one of the three existing wood
processing industries in Blora Regency. Chairman of the Cooperative of "Jati Mustika"
stated that there were only a small number of players in the timber trade in Blora
Regency i.e. from small to medium-scale industries. The market structure of small scale
timber trade in Blora Regency is oligopoly whose market structure is characterized by the
existence of a large numbers of sellers with few buyers (see Table 1 above).
Wholesalers (or popular as the "middlemen"), generally have timber sales turnover of
>Rp 50 million per day, and they are famous for their Md (specializing in selling wood logs
and owning artisan industry, see Figure 2). Most timber sold in Blora Regency is largely
purchased by Mad, Sbr, and Tmr that own TPK and furniture businesses, while Thlb is a
collector (or popularly called 'broker) ' that has a turnover of timber sales of <Rp 10 million
per day), and this merchant sells wood in daily transaction and in bulk.

Figure 4. Brokers ‘Tengkulak’ and Wood Processing Area in Blora District and Randublatung
District which receive Small Scale Teak Wood

Teak Wood trade in Blora Regency is dominantly carried out in subsistent-traditional
method (see Table 1 above). However, when a comparison is made, the smallholding
forest in Blora District have more commercial orientation than those Randublatung District,
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since they prefer to sell timber with good quality and relatively large size so that they can
obtain higher selling prices. Teak wood with a high selling price will be easily sold to
"brokers" or "middlemen" (see Figure 4) if they need to fill their urgent needs such as to
pay for school fees, finance a celebration, pay buwoh2 and medical treatment
The traders both 'the brokers' and 'middlemen' pay the payment of timber in cash at the
logging site, indicating that smallholding forest do not need to pay the cost of cutting and
permit fees. Usually when smallholding forest trade desperately need the money, the
payment is made in advance (50 % of the total payment), and even some smallholding
forest trade sell their timber in the debt bondage_system (‘ijon’), which is really very
disadvantageous for them as they will stuck with a situation where the price of wood
becomes relatively low.
In contrast, the smallholding forest trade in Randublatung District focus more on
domestic-subsistent orientation in their timber trade (see Table 1). Teak wood is sold at
very low prices for the size of piton. According to the timber merchant who is also the
owner of artisan industry and furniture enterprise in Randublatung, he rarely purchases
wood from the people in Randublatung District because the smallholding forest rarely sell
their teak wood, and if they do, the quality of wood is generally poor, characterized by the
its small size (piton) and its white and thick ‘gumbal’. In contrast, wood from Perum
Perhutani is generally of good quality, characterized its maturity and red gumbal, and the
size of wood is in accordance with the market demand. In addition to the utilization of teak
wood as much as 40 m3/year, the enterprise also utilizes Mahogany wood raw material
with an average amount of 80 m3 per year.
Table 4. Price Differences of Timber from Perhutani and the Small Scale Timber Trade in
Randublatung District Blora
No.

Comparative
Indicators

Perhutani KPH of Randublatung

Small Scale Timber Collectors
Unguaranteed quality, the quality of
wood is not guaranteed. Wood is
still young with thick ‘gumbal’ (white
part of wood) and consumers
cannot choose wood that they need

1.

Timber Quality

Guaranteed quality: wood is already old
and its size is exactly like what the
markets demand. Consumers may
choose any wood they need

2.

Price of Teak Wood

Rp. 2,700.000/m

3

Rp. 1,700,000/m

3

3.

Price of Mahogany
Wood

Rp. 1,500,000/m

3

Rp. 1,000,000/m

3

4.

Transportation Cost

Rp. 500,000/Rit

Rp. 1,000,000/Rit

5.

Permit Fee

Paid by KPH*

Rp. 250,000/Rit given to the
collectors
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Buwoh is a social capital institution existing in the farmer small scale and becomes a tradition of mutual
aid where the people donate some money to someone who is having a celebration, building a house or
mourning, and so on, and the amount of donation ranges from Rp 50,000 to Rp 100,000 per donation.
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Source : Primary Data, 2012.

Note: *Wood has been certified by Forest Stewardship Council in 2004.

Table 4 shows the differences in price between timber from Perum Perhutani and small
scale timber trade, their transportation costs, and other transaction costs at the purchase
of wood, such as loading and unloading costs, and permit certificate cost. Timber prices
vary depending on the types and quality of wood traded i.e. at prices set by Perum
Perhutani and by the smallholding forest trade. The price of teak wood traded is much
higher than that of mahogany wood or other wood species. Perum Perhutani does not
require paying for the permit fee since all teak trees planted under the authority of KPH of
Randublatung are certified by the world certification agency, the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) - which had been examined by the SGS agency in Germany in 2004. The
making of certification is performed by each KPH. In Central Java Province, Kebon Harjo
KPH, Cepu KPH, Kendal KPH, and Randublatung KPH have already obtained
certification for their own timber. The selling price of certified timber is higher i.e.
approximately by 17 % than that of uncertified timber.
Furthermore, Table 5 below shows the annual costs incurred by the industries, regarding
the labor cost and other production costs such as the price of diesel fuel and
maintenance of production equipment, and so on.
Table 5. Production Costs Incurred by Teak Wood Processing Industries in Blora and
Randublatung Districts
No.

Types of Cost
Spent

Items of Activities
Carpentry Unit/furniture (4 people)

1.

Laborers

Sawing Unit (6 people)
Transportation Unit (4 people)
Meals and Cigarettes for the laborers
Electricity

3

Saw (it must be replaced twice a month)
2.

Production Costs

40,000/day
100,000/day
25,000/reit
170,000/day
300,000/month

Diesel Fuel
(requirement of 30 litres/day)
Purchase of Klakar

Cost paid (Rp)

4,500,000/month
1,250,000/month
1,600,000/month

Boor Eye

300,000/month

Saw Replacement

3,500,000/rool
600,000/trip
(Blora-Ngawi)

Transportation to the customers (renting the
truck and colt)

200,000/day
(Blora-Randublatung)
300,000/truck

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3

Klakar is a mixture substance for wood processing
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(Blora-Bojonegoro)
Source : Primary Data, 2012.

From Table 5, it can be seen that labor and production costs (excluding the price of small
scale timber trade) spent by an industry is considerably high; therefore, it is natural if the
industry insists on receiving guaranteed quality of wood as indicated by wood maturity,
‘gumbal’ color, and size which is based on the market demand. The largest composition
comes from labor cost, which should refer to the regional minimum wage (UMR), while
the largest production variable cost of a wood processing industry comes from the diesel
fuel cost, which is amounted to 30 liters per day, in a situation where the fuel price keeps
rising all the time.
3.1.2. Variability of Small Scale Timber Trade in Wonosobo Regency
Unlike the trade in Blora Regency, Sengon is dominantly traded by the people in
Wonosobo Regency. Sengon trees have been grown from generation to generation, and
the management is currently implemented by the agro-forestry system or by the
intercropping with other annual crops, such as salacca, coffee, and cardamom. The role
of this small scale Sengon timber is highly potential to be developed in meeting demands
from the market and local industries as well as for export. The Sengon timber market
structure in Wonosobo Regency can be categorized as a perfectly competitive market,
with many sellers and buyers of Sengon (see Table 1).
There are a large number of small scale Sengon and smallholding forest in Leksono
District, and even most of the households in this district grow Sengon trees in their yard
or garden; in addition, there are also a large number of timber buyers (including collectors,
processing industries and over 10 industries with various scaled business) and
concentrated in areas of Sopuran District and Temanggung District such as CV. MA,
which has been exporting timber to the Middle East and Japan, middle-scaled artisan
industry, and small-medium scaled industries of Sengon timber, and so on. The Sengon
smallholding forest lead a very busy and mobile life, and the trade is highly intensive as
indicated by the high frequency of vehicles transporting the timber in Wonosobo Regency.
Variability of wood cutters and wood quality of Sengon can be seen in Figure 5.
The smallholding forest of Sengon timber have a higher 'bargaining position' and are
liberal as all trade matters are taken care of by the market mechanism; therefore, when
Sengon timber is harvested and the smallholding forest will sell their harvest, 5 (five)
wood cutters come to see the smallholding forest so that they can choose a wood cutter
with the highest bid price. Before the transaction takes place, a farmer of Sengon timber
already has the price information from the other smallholding forest who have previously
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sold their timber; therefore, if a wood cutter comes to a Sengon farmer and bids with a
low price, he will be rejected by the farmer, and this will continue until the Sengon timber
is sold with the highest price

Figure 5. Wood Cutters and Appearance of the Sengon Processed Wood in Wonosobo Regency

In addition, wood cutters also always pay in cash to the smallholding forest because they
are always paid in cash too by the collectors ‘depo’; also, the collectors are also paid in
cash by the supplier. In this case, the supplier prepares 'cash' and always prepares
bailout for cash payments for the collectors and smallholding forest, while the supplier is
always paid in giro by the industry, typically after 3 (three) months or depending on the
time when consumers pay for the timber industry. In other words, it can be stated that the
industry as a 'prime mover' of the small scale Sengon timber in Wonosobo Regency.
Table 6 presents the prices of Sengon in any marketing institution in Wonosobo Regency.
Table 6. Price of Sengon Timber in Market Agent in Wonosobo Regency
Selling Price of Timber in Market Agent (Rp/m3)
Timber diameter

Smallholding
forest

Wood cutters

Depo

Supplier

10-14 cm

340,000

380,000

-

-

15-19 cm

440,000

480,000

500,000

510,000

20-24 cm

640,000

670,000

710,000

730,000

25-30 cm

740,000

770,000

820,000

830,000

> 30 cm

-

-

-

840,000

Source: Primary Data, 2012.

However, there are smallholding forest who sell cut their trees to fulfill their urgent needs.
They cut Sengon trees based on their needs and not on the cycle period, and the majority
of them ask wood cutters (collectors) to carry out clean cutting, and these wood cutters
are also residents of the village, and they are usually are smallholding forest who have
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enough capital to pay in cash directly to the small scale Sengon timber smallholding
forest and/or have access to the depo, which will provide funds to purchase the timber
In another phenomenon, the smallholding forest cut down the trees by themselves since
they have the tools and family laborers to help so that costs can be reduced.
Smallholding forest do not need to get a permit from a certain party to process the cutting
of Sengon trees, and they also do not have to take care of the certificates (e.g. SKAU), as
long as the timber trade is still carried out in the village. The size of harvested timber is
quite diverse especially when the smallholding forest need funds urgently; as a result, the
size timber harvested becomes smaller, and the price is lower. These small pieces of
wood also have their own market such as for making boards or balcony.
For the timber trade system, wood cutters buy standing stands from the smallholding
forest where the price is agreed based on the process of bargaining between the
smallholding forest and wood cutters. Although some smallholding forest admit that their
bargaining position is sometimes weak in timber sales, they do not feel disadvantaged by
the current sales system because they have received net sales and do not need to worry
about the logging process, permit cost, administration letters, transportation cost, and
other transaction costs. Therefore, the price difference in the factory level and the
smallholding forest’s level cannot be fully regarded as the smallholding forest’s benefits
when they sell their timber directly to the factory, because they have to pay cost of wood
cutting into the required size i.e. 130 cm in length, transport costs, transportation costs,
and so on.
3.1.3. Variability of Small Scale Timber Trade in Wonogiri Regency
The planting of small scale timber trees in Wonogiri Regency is conducted largely in the
yard and in moor owned by the smallholding forest, with an average of land ownership
ranging from 0.25 to 0.5 acres. The agricultural system is generally monoculture i.e. only
planting Teak, Mahogany, Acacia and Sonokeling trees; however, teak trees are
dominantly planted in this area despite their minimum maintenance. The smallholding
forest do not carry out fertilization (due to their limited fund), pruning, and thinning
because they believe that branches from the trees that are still alive have a value chain.
The market structure existing in Wonogiri Regency, as well as in Blora Regency, is
oligopoly, indicated by the number of teak smallholding forest of more than 50
smallholding forest but with only 3 (three) buyers (traders) (see Table 1 above). Generally,
the smallholding forest sell the timber in the form of stands because they do not have the
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equipment to harvest the trees and the wood industry demands wood in the form of logs;
therefore, many smallholding forest sell wood in the form of logs or cubication.
Teak wood trade in Wonogiri Regency is conducted by selling the timber directly to the
small-scaled collectors or to middlemen (large-scaled collectors). The smallholding forest
sell timber with the size of piton, and the money from the trade is utilized to meet their
necessities which require a large amount of money such as for healthcare, education,
harmony condition (for celebrations, visiting neighbours who are ill, visiting a neighbour
who just has a baby), and this is commonly referred to as ‘tebang butuh' or cutting trees
to fulfill their urgent needs. Teak wood trade system in Wonogiri is more oriented towards
domestic-subsistent system, causing the smallholding forest to have a low bargaining
power.
For the price of teak wood in Wonogiri, the smallholding forest generally have very low
bargaining power in their supply chains, for the selling prices of small scale forest stands
are directly determined by the collectors of level 1, and the smallholding forest do not fully
understand how to measure the diameter of the trees. In fact, there are smallholding
forest who sell their stands in bulk where all the trees in the field are cut by the
woodcutters who disregard the diameter of trees feasible to cut. Teak, Mahogany and
Acacia wood, the result of a trade chain in Wonogiri Regency, is then used as raw
materials for the furniture industries Jepara District.
The development of timber prices at the smallholding level varies depending on the type
of wood and its cubication. The prices of Teak wood, Mahogany wood and Acacia wood
range from Rp 2.7 million to Rp 3.4 million per m3, Rp 1 million to $ 1.3 million per m3, and
Rp 1.4 million to Rp 1.5 million per m3 respectively. Both Mahogany and Acacia wood,
together with teak wood, are marketed in Jepara. The margin at the level of small scale
traders/wholesalers varies, ranging from Rp 350 to Rp 400 per m3 as part of the costs of
transportation and permit certificate (SIT or SKAU), and other transaction costs; therefore,
for example, the price of teak wood reaches Rp 3.1 million m3 (but previously it was only
Rp 2.7 million per m3).
In Giriwoyo District, there are 7 (seven) small scale timber collectors with a capital of <Rp
10 million, two small scale timber collectors with a capital from Rp 10 million to Rp 50
million), 1 large-scaled collector with a capital larger than Rp 100 million, and 2 (two)
furniture industries (in Jepara) and one artisan industry. The small scale timber collectors
still sell wood in the form of logs to wholesalers, and then they sell the logs, among others,
to Salatiga, Jepara and Madiun. After the smallholding and the buyer agree with the price,
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the trees are then cut down, and certificates of SKAU and cutting permit from the district
are issued. However, there are many smallholding forest who sell in 'nempil' way, i.e.
selling their timber directly to neighbors so that they can use the money for their daily
needs and home building, without having to obtain a letter of timber sale from the village
or district.
For regulating the trees cut, the local government of Wonogiri has issued a Regulation of
Regent Number 1 year 2007 on Implementation Guidelines and Local Regulation Number
13 year 2003 on the Permit Retribution Transport, which states that the timber sold or
harvested must meet the requirement of diameter, namely, a minimum 80 cm, 90 cm, 90
cm and 90 cm for teak wood, mahogany timber, acacia, and sonokeling respectively. This
aims to control the cutting of trees which must meet the diameter standards required
3.2.

Value Chain of The Small Scale Timber

The value chain of small scale timber trade in Blora Regency, Wonosobo Regency and
Wonogiri Regency is not much different from each other. The length of the value chain is
determined by number of marketing institutions involved in the small scale timber trade.
The amount of margin received by the marketing institution shows the value efficiency of
this small scale timber value chain, or it can be stated that the greater the margin the
trade agent accepts, the more efficient the timber trade is. The value chain of small scale
timber in the Regencies of Blora, Wonosobo, and Wonogiri, will be discussed.
3.2.1. Value Chain of Small Scale Timer in Blora Regency
There are a number of marketing chains of Teak Wood trade activities with various
actors/agents involved in Blora Regency, as shown in Figure 6.
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Large-scaled
Collectors

Furniture Industies in
Jepara

	
  

	
  
Brokers
from the
Villages

Brokers from
out of the
Villages

Furniture
Industries in Blora

Industries in
Jepara

Timber Collectors
in Jepara

Figure 6. Supply Chain of Teak Wood at the Smallholding Level in Blora Regency
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In the trade businesses in Blora Regency, the Teak wood marketing system consists of
12 marketing channels of marketing in Blora District and 11 marketing channels in
Randublatung District. The major teak wood marketing channels in Blora Regency
include round wood (logs) and processed wood. For both channels, there is a change of
price logs and sortimen wood shapes by each merchant who markets the products
(market agents).
The existing market system is free, not tied to a particular group, although some
smallholding forest have joined the Gapoktanhut of "Jati Mustika". The members of the
group who need money can easily sell their teak wood to brokers or collectors who
usually search for the wood directly to the public and then sell the wood logs to buyers in
Jepon, a center for processed wood productions (handicrafts and furniture) in Blora
Regency, and in Jepara.
The first marketing chain consists of 6 (six) channels and 8 (eight) market agents, namely
smallholding forest - brokers in the villages - the brokers outside the villages - the
middlemen - the furniture industries in Jepon - furniture industries in Blora – wood
collectors in Jepara - and the industries in Jepara. Figure 7 presents supply chain of
small scale timber trade as follows:

Smallholding
forest in
Gunung Kidul

Collectors

Mr. Suyoto’s
Business
Perhutani

Timber Shops
(TPK)

	
  
Wood
Sortimen

Sawn
Timber

Retailing Sale	
  

Building Materials
(Sills, Doors, etc.)

Sold to the Agents	
  

Furniture (Cupboards,
Tables,Peti,Chairs)

Enterprises

Figure 7. Supply Chain of Teak Wood through Industries in Blora Regency

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the 2nd marketing chain is longer because it involves
timber shops and wood sortimen so that the wood products produced becomes greater
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i.e. sawn timber, building materials (sills, doors, ring, etc.), and furniture (tables, chairs,
cabinets, etc.). Currently Mr Suyoto has a partnership with PERTAMINA in supplying
hundreds of crates of Mahogany timber so that he is able to obtain relatively higher profits
than those obtained from the sales agents because they rarely pay on time and are often
in debt. In addition to selling their timber directly to the collectors (Mr. Md, Tmr, and Sbr),
many smallholding forest sell their timber to the collectors
The figure of the trade chain of Teak Wood in Ngampel Village, Blora Regency is
illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Supply Chain of Teak Timber through Collectors in Blora District

Generally, the collectors visit the smallholding forest door to door to collect Teak Wood
which will be sold by the smallholding forest. Some of these merchants do the business
individually, but some others function as an extension of the Teak Wood entrepreneurs.
Usually the collectors are responsible for making the permit certificate for cutting trees
and a certificate of wood origin at the village level. According to the rules of the village, if
the stands sold are <30 stands with the standard diameter as mentioned above, it is not
necessary to have SKAU.
However, if the number of wood sold is > 30 stands, the smallholding forest must submit
the SKAU certificate, issued by the head of the village at a cost of Rp. 50,000 per letter
(see Table 1 above). After the SKAU certificate is ready, they must obtain the SKSKB
certificate from the Forest Office, at a cost at Rp. 75.000 per vehicle (pick-up colt), and
this is an obligation of the buyer.
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The figure of value chain of the smallholding forest timber trade through Asmindo is
illustrated in Figure 9. In the marketing system of small scale of Teak wood products in
Blora, the market agents that transfer the ownership of timber from the smallholding
forest to the final consumers are as follows: (1) brokers, who are usually paid by the
collectors to purchase teak wood, and (2) collectors, who purchase logs from the
smallholding forest through a broker.
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Figure 9. Supply Chain of Teak Wood through Asmindo in Blora Regency.

The collectors usually function as the wood processing industies although they are not on
a large scale. Particularly in Blora District, there are merchants who only sell wood logs,
but there are also merchants who collect and process the wood. However, there are also
timber merchants who supply and process wood or function as medium-scaled wood
processing industry owners. Wholesaler/wood manufacturers incorporated into Asmindo
have a more complex supply chain, i.e. as purchasing agents of round wood (logs) from
smallholding forest and then process them into processed wood with a shape of a slab or
blocks (square logs), in addition, they also own wood shops and a unit of sawn timber or
artisan industry. At the smallholding forest level, wood is sold in the form of tree stands
with a standing tree unit. The price of a standing tree may vary based on its diameter size,
age, quality, and location. The more remote the area and the more difficult it is to reach
the location of the tree, the lower the prices will be. Once harvested, the wood is then cut
into specific sortimen and then through a broker the logs in the form of round wood are
transported to CV. Asmirah (a company incorporated in Asmindo in Blora Regency)
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Following this, CV. Asmirah processes the round wood into 3 (three) different forms of
products, namely: (1) timber log, (2) sawn timber, and (3) wood furniture. Waste is then
sold to the public in bulk as much as Rp. 200,000 per trip (equivalent to the load in a
‘pick-up’ colt car). Waste is typically purchased by small industries that make souvenirs
from the root timber. Logs are usually sold individually to the small scale around Blora,
and to the industries around Jepara and East Java. Sales are also made through a joint
marketing institution of Asmindo, and the products sold include timbers, which have been
processed into furniture for export to the European markets.
Perum Perhutani in Randublatung does not contribute to the movement of timber
economy in Blora Regency; as a result, the smallholding forest of small scale Teakwood
in Randublatung have their own timber trade chain which is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Supply Chain of Teak Wood in Randublatung District of Blora Regency

The 11 existing supply chains in the areas of Randublatung District are generally not
much different from those in Blora District. The following figure presents the supply chain
with types of products produced by the market agents in Randublatung District. Although
Perhutani exists there, the smallholding forest generally do their own marketing.
Figure 10 shows that the supply chain of teakwood Randublatung District is very modest
if compared with teakwood supply chain in Blora District, only consisting of 3 (three)
channels and 4 (four) market agents i.e. from smallholding forest-collectors-artisan
industries to consumers. The smallholding forest generally sell their timber in the form of
trees (trunks) to the collectors who process them into logs/round wood/pieces which are
then sold to the artisan industries in the form of sawn timber (in cubic) and they products
will finally be purchased by consumers in the form of battens, rafters, boards, etc.
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3.2.2. Value Chain of Small Scale Teak Wood in Wonosobo Regency
The supply chain of Sengon timber in Wonosobo Regency is considerably long and quite
varied, and this is in line with the number of market agents involved in the supply chain i.e.
from smallholding forest, wood cutters, collectors/depo, small scale traders, wholesalers,
suppliers to industries which are considered as timber economic drivers in Wonosobo
Regency and its surrounding areas. Thousands of smallholding forest who cultivate
Sengon intercropped with Salacca trees and other crops play an important role in the rise
of Sengon timber trade in Wonosobo Regency.
The market chain of Sengon timber trade is completely and thoroughly presented in
Figure 11, that Sengon timber trade in Wonosobo Regency consists of 4 (four) channels
of marketing and involves 9 (Nine) market agents, namely smallholding forest- wood
cutters - Depo with/without artisan services - suppliers - furniture enterprises – large
industry 1 – large industry 2 - domestic market and export market. The area scope of
trade is not limited only in Wonosobo Regency but also from the border areas of
Wonosobo Regency to Temanggung, Central Java (large industry 1) or to Jepara
(furniture enterprises).
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2
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Description:
Chain 1 = from Smallholding forest to wood cutters to Depo to Suppliers to large industry 2 to the domestic/export
Chain 2 = from Smallholding forest to Depo 2 to Supplier to large industry 2 to the domestic market/export
Chain 3 = from Smallholding forest to wood cutters to Depo to large industry 1 to furniture enterprises to consumen
Chain 4 = from Smallholding forest to Depo to large industry 1 to furniture enterprises to domestic market consumers
furniture business to the domestic market

Figure 11. Supply Chain of Sengon Timber with Large and Small Sized in in Wonosobo Regency

Added value distribution in the timber trade with the diameter of >25cm is around 33.33%
for smallholding forest to wood cutters, 55.56% for wood cutters to Depo, and 11.11%
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from Depo to suppliers (see Table 6 above). It can be seen that wood cutters is a trade
agent that receives the greatest profit because they are the nearest trade agents who
deal directly with the smallholding forest, so that they are able to know the quality of
timber traded and can simultaneously determine the timber selling price, although wood
cutters must pay some fees for the permit and cost of transportation. Wood cutters also
buy timber in the form of stands, because they hope to get more yields from these trees
purchased from the smallholding forest by reselling them to the depo
Approximately 168 industrial enterprises from various economic scales also serve as
prime-movers of Sengon timber trade. One of them is CV.MA in Sopuran, which has
already exported processed products of Sengon timber to Japan and the Middle East. In
addition, there are a number of enterprises of artisan and furniture in Temanggung and
Japura Regencies playing a reasonably important role for Sengon small scale timber
trade activities in Wonosobo Regency so that timber trade on profit-motive orientation
cannot be avoided. Only a few smallholding forest who sell timber in the condition of
cutting out of neccesities ‘tebang butuh' because they know if they sell this timber, the
prices received by smallholding forest will be lower than those of timber with suitable
diameter (based on the wood etat). The smallholding forest generally have other income
alternatives, i.e. from selling salacca fruits or other intercropped plants, so that the sales
of 'cutting out of neccesities’ can be avoided. When examined further, Figure 11 shows
that there are also trade activities for Sengon small scale timber with bigger size by the
supplier marketing institution but not through furniture businesses in Jepara.
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Large industry 1 = timber processing industry to produce furniture(large scale)
Large industry 2 = timber processing industry to produce plywood

Figure 12. Supply Chain of Sengon Timber with a Large Size through Suppliers 	
  

The supply chain of Sengon timber with a large size is relatively longer if compared to
other marketing chains because buyers should face suppliers before the timber can be
supplied to the industry to be sold in the domestic market or for export. This role of
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suppliers may act as an intermediate industry from the first primary industry to the first
major industry. Mobility of Sengon small scale timber trade is much higher in Wonosobo
Regency than that in other regencies, thus allowing these suppliers to appear in the
timber trade. However, there are supply chain activities for Sengon timber with large and
small sizes without going through suppliers so that the existing marketing institution can
start directly from the depo itself with/without artisan services of furniture businesses in
Jepara. Large industry 1 is the furniture industry, and large industry 2 is the plywood
industry. Supply chain of Sengon timber with large size through the role of supplier trade
in Wonosobo Regency is presented in Figure 12
Furthermore, the supply chain of Sengon with a large size which is conducted without the
existence of suppliers is presented at Figure 13.
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Figure13. Supply Chain of Sengon with a Large Size without the presence of Suppliers

The supply chain activity Sengon with a small size in Wonosobo Regency is generally
conducted without supplier institution as can be seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Supply Chain of Small Size Sengon Timber without Suppliers
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Figure 14 shows that the supply chain of Sengon with a small size is very simple,
consisting only of two (2) marketing channels, with the involvement of six (6) marketing
agents, starting from smallholding forest - wood cutters - Artisan services/Depo - local
furniture industry business to consumers who directly purchase the timber from the
smallholding forest to build a house (for example, for lath, doors, windows, and others).
In addition, almost all parts of the wood, including the residue of Sengon in Wonosobo
Regency can be processed and have reasonably high product selling values, and the
products include Sengon leaves, firewood and sawdust. Residues from Sengon
processing can be made, among others, into animal feed, ‘nira’ sugar produced, oyster
mushroom cultivation, and pressed furniture industry. Therefore, supply chain is special
as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Supply Chain of Residue of Sengon in Wonosobo Regency

From Figure 15, it can be seen that almost all parts of the Sengon tree are useful to the
small scale and have their own market. Sengon leaves can be used as wrapping
material in the manufacture of sugar sap, and its remaining wood and twigs can be used
for the manufacture of animal feed. Also, sawdust of Sengon from the leftover of artisan
service can be used for cultivation of oyster mushrooms and pressed furniture industry,
and others. In the supply chain, by products such as firewood from twigs and leaves are
not sold but given to other people who are in need, while for the craftsmen who sell
firewood, the price of twigs per bunch, leaves per skein, and sawdust per a medium-size
truck are Rp 8,000- Rp 10,000, Rp 5,000, Rp 400,000 respectively. Furthermore, value
chain of each marketing institution for Sengon timber in Wonosobo Regency will
described in more detail as follows:
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(1)

Value Chain at the Smallholding Forest Level
Sengon smallholding forest are those who have land that are planted with wooden
plants in Besani and Jonggolsari villages. These smallholding forest usually sell
their wood in the form of standing trees. The trees that are going to be cut are sold
to midddlemen or collectors, and the the prices are determined through a bargaining
process until they come to agreed prices. The standard prices are determined by
collectors known as ‘bakul’ in Wonosobo. The collectors give the standard prices
that have been fixed by depo (a large scale wood collector). The smallholding forest
tend to sell their wood through woodcutters because of its proximity to their houses
and the cutting service they give to those who want to sell their wood. Therefore, the
prices in the woodcutters’ level have included the prices for the cutting price. The
size of wood to be cut depends on the wood processing industries that have been
put until the depo level. Information on the size of the wood needed that can be sold
is obtained from the depo. However, information about the wood price can only be
obtained from the woodcutters, unless the smallholding forest sell the wood directly
to the depo. In this case they will get the price from the depo.

(2)

Value Chain at the Trade Collectors’ level
There are two types of trade collectors in Besani and Jonggolsari villages, namely
collectors (‘bakul’) and depo. Most collectors have made a partnership with the depo,
so that there are many collectors that have been given a capital by the depo to buy
the wood from the smallholding forest so that the wood tthey have bought will be
sold to the depo. Depo is a wood collector of a larger scale than a trade collector.
This depo gets their wood from the collector. Only a few of them get the wood
directly from the smallholding forest, since the smallholding forest seldom cut their
wood by themselves, and then sell the wood in cubic to depo. There are some depo
of various business scales, small and large. There are plenty of large scale depo in
Wonosobo. Besides being wood collectors, they also have another business, that is
artisan business. Thus, besides selling wood in the form of logs to industries, they
also sell artisan, whether it is for carpenters or balcon for a package industries.
The purchasing and selling prices in the collector’s level are different from those in
the depo level. This difference has given another benefit to the collector or
smallholding forest that sell their wood directly to the depo. The debt collector buy
the wood from smallholding forest in the form of standing trees, Rp. 350,000/m3 and
sell them to the depo for Rp 550,000/m3. In the meantime the depo sell the wood to
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industries through suppliers for Rp 750,000/m3. From the calculation, it can be seen
that the margin rate of business obtained by each is Rp 200,000/m3.
Getting the licence for timber business is carried out in the depo level, which will
issue the SKAU and FAKB (getting timber business licence is carried out in the
depo level, which will make SKAU and FAKB – Invoice for transporting logs) each
price of which is Rp 25,000/letter (see Table 1). SKAU is issued by the head of the
village where the wood comes. However, since there are too many logs that are
going to be sent and the logs come from different areas, in order to be efficient the
depo will make SKAU from the closest village which will cover all the wood to be
delivered.
(3)

Value Chain at the Large Scales’ level
Big sellers in Besani and Jonggolsari villages are suppliers for timber industries in
these areas. Each industry has a partnership with a supplier they trust to supply
timber for the industry. Industries need raw materials in a big amount. To meet the
demand the wood collectors and the large scale sellers must provide timber in a big
scale, which means they must be able to buy timber in a large scale from the
smallholding forest. For the depo, this is difficult to be realized because they do not
have a big fund to provide timber needed by the industries. Thus, there are
suppliers that act as doers in the timber business that has a direct partnership with
the industries.
Supplier get their raw materials from several depos until they can meet the demand
for industries. These suppliers are needed because besides the depo are not able
to provide the wood according to the demand, in fact it is common that the wood
supply to industries must go through certain suppliers, so that the trade flow of
timber comes from one gate. Industries through suppliers get their raw materials
according to the industrial management of timber purchasing. The industries buy
timber through suppliers by loan, not by cash. This is a major factor why depo
cannot supply timber directly to the industry, although they can provide the amount
of wood needed by the industries. If the purchase is not paid in cash, the money in
the depo level will not circulate smoothly for their business. Large small scale/
traders will not have problems with paying by loan from the industries because they
have big capital for purchasing and selling timber. Therefore, large scale traders or
suppliers can get directly through the industries. Rumor has it that suppliers only get
Rp. 10,000,- per m3 for each transfer.
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Some conditions that have been observed show that there is a tendency of
degradation of timber production in the level of marketing at various levels, namely
collectors, depo as well as suppliers. This is because of the emergence of new
market doers, such as new collector, new depo and new suppliers which creates
competition, both in the purchasing price and selling price. As a result, only those
that have big and strong capital for the timber business can survive.
(4)

Value Chain at the Industry level
Industry is a market doer that processes Sengon timber raw material to become
half-made materials or ready-made materials at Wonosobo Regency. Some
industries that can be found at Wonosobo are rotary industries that can produce
vinir and parket to produce board parket. The raw material at the industry level is
obtained from timber suppliers spread across districts at Wonosobo Regency. The
industry relies their raw materials on certain suppliers due to indirect payment (not
by cash) to the sellers. There are some industries that purchase their timber raw
materials by cash, but the majority pay by credit to the suppliers.
Industries determine the price of the timber and the size of the timber, and then the
suppliers as the sellers will press the price at the depo level. This is also what has
been done by the depo to the collector for the same reason that they want to get a
profit. In the end it is the smallholding forest that will get the lowest price for their
timber. Industries as the ones that determine the standard price of the timber will set
the price according to the selling price of the industrial product and other variable
costs and fixed costs that have to be spent during the production process. If the
above condition lasts continuously, in which the smallholding forest have no
bargaining position for their timber, the smallholding forest will be the disadvantaged
ones because they will get a small margin from the Sengon timber supply chain at
Wonosobo Regency

3.2.3. Value Chain of Smallholding Forest at Wonogiri Regency
Report from the timber distribution section mentions that timber product at Wonogiri
Regency is 159,000 m3/year.This is a great potential for the sustainability of wood
processing industries, although it is important to pay attention to the sustainability of
smallholding forest so that it will not be cut continuously since it has a great ecological
function apart from its economical function. Therefore, timber trade at Wonogiri Regency
is relatively limited and it must go through a tight permission from the village head. For
example, every timber sold must get a proof of Cutting Licence..
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At Wonogiri Regency, there are some timber sellers that are grouped into the following:
collector ‘bakul’, large scale collector, and industries, as can be seen in Figure 16.
“Nempil” wood
price Rp 2.5
million

Teak
smallholdin
g forest of
people’s
forest

Bakul/
woodcutters

Big traders
at
District/Reg
ency level

Wood price

Local
craftsmen
industry

Mebel
industry at
Jepara

Domestic
consumers

> Rp 2.5 million

Figure 16. Supply Chain Forest Timber Trade at Wonogiri Regency

The Supply chain forest timber trade at Wonogiri generally can be distinguished
according to the value of timber selling price. If the selling price of the timber is <Rp 2.5
milion, most smallholding forest will sell their wood through a middlemen or woodcutters.
They usually approach the consumers directly and walk around from one smallholding’s
house to another to buy the wood. Then the wood is sold to large scale sellers at the
district level before they sell it to the industry, both the local craftsmen and Jepara
meubelair industry. This kind of business is popularly called ‘nempil’. On the other hand, if
the price of the timber is >Rp 2.5 million, the smallholding forest will sell their wood
directly to big sellers at the district or regency levels, and then to the industries, without
going through collectors or woodcutters. The timber that is produced in Wonogiri is the
supply for industries in Jepara Regency, especially teak, mahoni, and acacia wood.
From the picture of supply chain above it can be estimated that the price per agent of
timber trade at Wonogiri Regency, as can be seen at Table 7.
Varied prices of wood at various agents of supply chain at teak value chain at Wonogiri
Regency are very much determined by the diameter of the timber to be sold. Margin trade
from smallholding forest to woodcutters for the wood of diameter 10-14 cm until >25 cm
ranges between Rp 30,000 and Rp 50,000 per m3. This margin is relatively smaller than
the one from woodcutters to depo or from depo to factories. On Table 7 it can be seen
that the selling price of an teak tree at Wonogiri or at other smallholding’s wood centers is
relatively lower than that of the cubication selling price.
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Table 7. Estimated Prices per Agent Supply Chain at Wonogiri Regency.
Wood prices at different supply agent agents
No

1.

2.

Characteristics

Smallholding
1)
to Artisan

Smallholding
2)
Artisan

(Rp/tree)

(Rp/m )

Diameter 50 cm

50.000

Diameter 60 cm
Diameter 70 cm

60.000
150.000

Diameter 80 cm
Diameter 90 cm

200.000
500.000

Diameter 100 cm

700.000

3

Artisan
to Depo
3
(Rp/m )

Diameter 10-14 cm*
Diameter 15-19 cm*

340.000
440.000

380.000
490.000

Diameter 20-24 cm
Diameter > 25 cm

640.000
740.000

670.000
770.000

3.

Diameter 16-18 cm
Diameter 19-24 cm
Diameter >25 cm

4.

Diameter 10-14 cm
Diameter 15-19 cm

350.000
450.000

Diameter 20-24 cm

650.000

Diameter > 25 cm

750.000

5.

Artisan
to industry
3
(Rp/m )

3

(Rp/m )

500.000
710.000
820.000

Diameter 19-24 cm
Diameter 25-29 cm

720.000
820.000

Diameter

830.000

>25 cm

Depo to
industry

730.000
830.000
840.000

Notes:
1)

Timber sold in the form of tree

2) Timber sold in the form of cubic *) dominantly processed as balcon

Table 7 also shows the added value distribution of various value chains at teak trading
that is quite varied among the wood diameters and trading agents. Therefore, the margin
ranging between Rp 30,000 and Rp 50,000 has an added value distribution relatively
similar among the trading agents. As an example, for the wood of diameter >25 cm and
trading agents consisting of farmer-woodcutter-depo-factory-consumer, the added value
distribution ranges between 37.5% for smallholding to woodcutter and 62.5% from
woodcutter to factory. Furthermore, the added value distribution ranges among 10% from
smallholding forest to woodcutters, and 70% from woodcutters to depo, and 20% from
depo to factories.
From the calculation above it can be seen that smallholding forest are agents whose
added value distribution is the smallest among all the agents included in the value chain.
This shows that the value chain of wood trading is not yet fair to smallholding forest, since
they are always the agents who get the smallest benefit. On the other hand, the traders
and industries become the agents that always get the highest benefit. Ideally, the added
value distribution among the institutions or trading agents is the same or relatively similar
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among one agent and another in the value chain, if we want to have a fair wood trade
value chain. It is the hope that through LEI and SVLK certification with a promise of
increased wood price through ‘premium price’, there would be a change in the benefit and
profit obtained by the wood smallholding forest. With this, it is expected that justice will be
done for smallholding forest, with the assumption that there is efficiency in the value chain
of trading with related agents.
3.3. Economical Analysis of Logging Processing Timber
One of the agents that plays a role in the legal people’s timber trading at Wonogiri, Blora,
and Wonosobo is industry. Industry can be considerd as an economic motor institution of
people’s timber in 3 (three) regencies, because this industry with various business scales
(large scale industry if its capacity is >6,000 m3 and small industry <6,000 m3) can collect
smallholding timber, from smallholding forest, woodcutter ‘makelar’, small industries, and
large scale traders. These various large scale industries are located inside or outside the
respected regencies.
There are not many Industries of wood processing that are located in three regencies.
Many large scale traders in the regencies sell their timber, especially teak of good quality,
to Jepara, which is the center of meubeleir industry in Central Java. Various industries
collecting and processing timber in three regencies can be seen in the Figure 17.

Figure 17.

Performance of Teak Wood Processing Industries and Sengon according to various
Scales at Wonogiri, Blora and Wonosobo Regency.

Various industries that exist at Wonogiri, Blora, and Wonosobo are generally involved in
chainsaw, artisan, particle board, rotary wood, wood meubeleir, and so on. These
industries collect smallholding timber in the form of saw wood of <20 cm diameter, but if
the diameter of the wood is >20 cm generally they sell the wood in the form of logs. The
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detailed characteristics of legal collecting industries (samples) and smallholding timber
processing that exist in Wonosobe, Blora, and Wonogiri are presented at Table 8.
Table 8. Characteristics of Legal Industries at Blora, Wonosobo, and Wonogiri Regency
Characteristics of industry

Performance
Industry/
area
Wonogiri
UD. JM
(since 1995)
UD. Fd
(since 1994)
Blora
UD. CJ
(since 2006)
UD. JM
(since 2005)

Wonosobo
PT. PPA
(since 1989)
VM
(since 1992)

Target markets

Employ
ment
(person)

Rate of
turnover
(Rp.
million)

Capacity
(m3)

Need for
wood
(m3
log/month)

Artisan,
meubel,
handycraft
Meubel

10

200

500

50

Wonogiri

-

3

21

48

20

Wonogiri

-

Meubel

11

180

450

52

Bandung,
Bogor,Bali,
Surabaya

-

27

961.92

1200

375

Kaliman tan

Veneer
Albasia

100

2,000

4,500

600

Semarang

-

Meubel

3

24

50

36

Wonosobo

-

Kind of
product

artisan,
Meubel,
Handycraft

Domestic

Overseas

Malaysia,
Arab,
Eropa

Source: compiled from Primary Data, 2012.

There are not many timber industries in Wonogiri Regency since the collectors or large
scale traders their logs directly to Jepara. The local industries UD. JM and UD. FD at
Wonogiri Regency are old industries that have small-scale industries (with the capacity of
<6,000 m3), and their turnover are also small (ranging between Rp. 20 million – Rp. 200
million in 2011). Since their business scale is not big, the needs for logs are not so big
either, namely 20-50 m3 per month; the demand cannot be met by the smallholding forest
around Wonogiri, so that it must be obtained from Blora or Gunung Kidul.
The same condition can also be found at timber industries at Blora. In general the timber
industries in Blora are newcomers, namely UD. CJ and UD. JM, which were established
in 2005s. At the average industries at Blora belong to small-scale industries (based on
their industrial setting-up capacity <6,000m3) with their turnover Rp 961.92 million in 2011
and their industrial setting-up capacity around 1200 m3 and their log needs around 52 375 m3 per month. Marketing of handicraft products from industries at Blora is already
export-oriented, namely to Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Europe, apart from domestic
markets in Kalimantan.
Actually there are many industries at Wonosobo, namely around 168 industries of various
business scales; however, only 48 of them are legal, namely having a business licence
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from the Regional Government of Wonosobo, while the rest, namely 120 businesses, are
illegal or informal. Of those legal business industries there is a PT. PAP which was
established in 1989. Its turnover is Rp 2.000,000,000,-; and its industrial setting-up
capacity is 4,500 m3 and log demand is 600 m3 per month. Furthermore, there is a VM
industry which has a small-scale business, whose turnover is only Rp 24 million, and it
has been established since 1992. Its industrial setting-up capacity is 50 m3 and its log
demand is 36 m3 per month. As many as 120 illegal and informal industries at Wonosobo
are involved in artisan business, but they often change and move places depending on
the existence of woodcutters, and generally they work according to their condition; they
will only work when they want to, and they will not when they are lazy. The condition that
is faced by these illegal industries is one of the problems that must be faced by the
Regional Government of Wonosobo when trying to train the artisan (industries), apart
from limited fund.
From the performance industries of collecting and processing people’s timber at Wonogiri,
Blora, and Wonosobo, the feasibility of the business of each timber business agent can
be estimated, and we can also see which timber business agent can obtain the highest
profit from the chain of timber business in the three regencies. Table 9 presents B/C and
R/C Ratio of the timber trade agent at Wonogiri, Blora, and Wonosobo Regency.
Table 9. BC Ratio and RC Ratio of the Timber Trade at Blora, Wonosobo and Wonogiri Regency
Notes
Marketing
agent/Regency

Income
(Rp.
million)

Cost
(Rp. million

Benefit
(Rp.
million)

B/C
Ratio

R/C
Ratio

a)
b)
c)

Wonogiri Regency
a) Small-scale
b) Large-scale
c) Industries

125.1
979.1
1310.2

56.8
420.2
617.5

68.3
558.9
692.7

1.21
1.33
1.12

2.21
2.33
2.12

a)
b)
c)

Blora Regency
a) Small-scale
b) Large-scale
c) Industries

100.8
459.5
1629.3

36.0
118.5
688.9

64.8
241.0
940.4

1.80
2.03
1.37

2.80
3.03
2.37

a)
b)
c)

Wonosobo Regency
a) Small-scale
b) Large-scale
c) Industries

35144.1
53090.0
57700.0

13154.7
23000.0
22455.0

21989.4
30090.0
35245.0

1.67
1.31
1.57

2.67
2.31
2.57

Notes: Processed from primary Data (2012)

Market institution that gets profit and advantages varies in business chain in Wonogiri,
Blora, as well as Wonogiri Regency. At Wonogiri, large scale agents that have R/C ratio =
35

2.33 and B/C ratio = 1.33 more than small scale agents that have R/C ratio = 2.21 and
B/C ratio= 1.21 or industries that have R/C ratio = 2.12 and B/C ratio = 1.12. This
happens because in general a large scale agent have higher mobility and frequency in
smallholding’s trade timber until the meubel center in Jepara. Small scale agents
generally in smallholding’s trade timber from neighbours to neighbours, who are still
related to each other, so that the selling prices and benefit are not so big. This also
happens to industries, as can be seen at Table 9 above. The turnover and business scale
of industry are small, and the products they make are also very simple so that the profit
they get is also relatively small. The fact shows that mobility of timber industry at Wonogiri
Regency is not crowded nor hectic
Unlike the condition at Wonogiri Regency, the small-scale agents as well as the largescale agents at Blora Regency have R/C ratio and B/C ratio higher than industries. If the
R/C of industry is 2.37 (B/C = 1.37), the R/C of small-scale agent is 2.80 (B/C = 1.80) and
the R/C of large-scale agent is 3.03 (B/C = 2.03). The existence of industries at Blora
Regency is very limited in number. The number of small-scale agent is much higher than
that of the large-scale agent; however, the income of all large-scale agent is much higher
than the total income of all small-scale agent (see Table 9). This means that these smallscale agent have higher business at Blora Regency, in line with high market demand of
timber; besides, the quality of Blora timber is relatively good. These small-scale agent
contact directly the smallholding forest that sell their timber. Then they sell the timber to
large-scale agent, who later process the timber from trees to cubication, so that they must
spend more money on processing the timber than the small-scale agent, who only spend
money on transportation and the licence cost. The role of the three large-scale agent at
Blora Regency is quite significant in the teak timber suplly chain, namely purchasing
timber from smallholding forest, processing timber to become logs, and selling the logs to
Jepara or Semarang. Wood processing industries that are prominent at Blora Regency
are located at Jepon, but the scale is so small that they cannot collect products of logs.
The supply chain and small scale’s timber industry can be found more at Wonosobo
Regency than at Wonogiri or Blora Regency. Thissmall scale’s timber trade is very
crowded; trucks transporting Sengon timber move from and to Sopuran – one of the
timber center industries at Wonosobo Regency, so that smale scale’s timber industry
here can be said to be a motor of timber economy at Wonosobo and its surrounding
areas. The frequency and mobility are almost equal among one marketing agent and
another marketing agent at Wonosobo Regency. This has a good implication on the
benefit obtained by small-scale agent, large-scale agent as well as industries; therefore,
they have R/C ratio that are almost similar. However, when it is observed more detailed, it
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can be seen that the R/C ratio of small-scale agent is higher than the R/C ratio of
industries and large-scale agent, namely if the R/C ratio of small-scale agent is 2.67 (B/C
ratio = 1.67), it is relatively higher than the R/C ratio of industries, which is 2.57 (B/C ratio
= 1.57) and large-scale agent whose R/C ratio is 2.31 (B/C ratio = 1.31). It is because in
general small-sale agent (woodcuters) always have business with smallholding forest
directly by paying the timber the smallholding forest sell in cash. These woodcutters get
cash money from large-scale agent (suppliers), whereas suppliers are always paid by
clearing account with a three-month period payment by industries. Besides, these largescale agent must spend money on processing the timber to become logs that are ready to
be sold to industries that are spread around Wonosobo and Temanggung.
Distribution of benefit and profit that are obtained by smallholding forest’s timber agents in
three regencies are predicted to change due to the presence of premium price through a
better wood quality control as an impact of SVLK policy that is applied by the government.
Furthermore, through SVLK policy, the property right timber becomes clear for the
smallholding forest. This certification is applied not only to smallholding forest but also to
small-scale agent (craftsmen) and forest industry, both primary, such as wood
cutting/processing and ecosystem restoration, which is instructed to apply the SVLK until
December 2013, and secondary industries, such as meubel industries and others that
must apply the SVLK until December 2013. For this reason, the value of R/C ratio and
B/C ratio that have been calculated for smallholding forest’s timber trade at Wonogiri,
Blora, and Wonosobo Regency are also predicted to change.

4.

IMPLICATIONS OF LEI AND SVLK CERTIFICATION ON THE
FAIRNESS OF THE SMALLHOLDING FOREST TRADE

Since there was a lot of illegal logging, in domestic markets as well as export markets, the
government (in this case the Ministry of Forestry) was made to issue a regulation that
states all timber to be sold or processed must get an official letter. This legal rule is
actually not a new one, but since the implementation on the site is still weak due to its
voluntary nature (LEI), it is necessary to issue one that is considered mandatory, SVLK.
The cetification of the people’s wood, whether it is LEI (voluntary) at Wonogiri Regency or
it is SVLK (mandatory) at Blora and Wonosobo Regency, is an instrument and regulation
to supress illegal logging at timber trade. The proof of SVLK ownership for Gapoktanhut
“Jati Mustika” at Blora Regency and APHR “Joko Madu” and certification of industry
given to PT ABP is presented in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Proof of certificate ownership of SVLK Gapoktanhut “Jati Mustika” at Blora Regency
and SVLK industry “PT. ABP” at Temanggung Regency.

Land ownership becomes a crucial point when it comes to dealing with initial proposal of
SVLK by smallholding forest. The main prerequisite for dealing with initial SVLK license is
a proof of land ownership of legal smallholding’s forest, which can be in the form of a
certificate, Letter C, and SPPT. Letter C is possible because there are many smallholding
forest that do not possess a certificate, and they cannot afford to pay for the making of
land certificate. To get a Letter C, people often face difficulty because most of the land is
a heritage from their parents. Therefore, in 2009 Land Office at Blora Regency carries out
a survey on the land. However, due to financial problems and the people are not ready to
pay for the cost of making the and certificate, in 2010 there was an effort to certify the
people’forest. In 2011, in accordance with SVLK launching by the Ministry of Forestry
(through Forest Office, Blora Regency), land certification was carried out communally
through establishing Gapoktanhut “Jati Mustika”, as one of the requirements to get SVLK
certification, with pendampingan from LSM ARUPA, which is funded by Multistakeholder
Forestry Program (MFP).
The presence of SVLK shows that every timber and its by product that are sold for export
or domestic market must have formal papers, containing all information about them. Thus,
SVLK is not only issued for smallholding forest but also for wood processing industries.
Through this SVLK certificate, every single timber that is to be sold will be stamped with a
sticker and a barcode that can be read by a related institution – Forestry Office of Blora
Regency – for the timber that is sold at Blora Regency and its surrounding areas.
Since the SVLK certificate was issued at Wonosobo and Blora Regency on 11 October
2011, economically there has not been any significant change in Sengon-selling activities
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at Wonosobo and Blora Regency dealing with the SVLK. In Similarly, in terms of LEI,
timber trade agents at Wonogiri Regency have not felt any significant economic change,
although it has been

implemented over the past five years. Table 10 illustrates the

performance of institutionalization and trading after the publication of LEI and SVLK.
Table 10. Model of different Institutions and trading after the existence of SVLK at Blora Regency
and LEI at Wonogiri Regency
N
o.
1.

Notes
Types of wood that is
sold and types of
certification

Smallholding’s Forest Centers
Blora
Teakwood
(SVLK)

Wonosobo
Sengon
(SVLK)
APHR “Joko Madu”
Cooperation ‘Joko
Madu”

Wonogiri
Teakwood, Acacia
Magahony, (LEI)

2.

Smallholding forest’ s
organization establihed as a
requirement of certification

Gapoktanhut “Jati
Mustika”
Cooperation “Jati
Mustika”

Forest Management
Unit (FMU) 4
smallholding forest’
groups in 4 villages

3.

Planning for timber trade
in the future after LEI and
SVLK certification

Partnership program
with MoU industry
mebel “Jawa Furnish”
in DIY

Partnership program
with MoU between
industry
“PT. ABP” at
Temanggung

- No MoU

4.

Size of wood to be sold
after LEI and SVLK
certification

Piton:
medelen 7-10cm and
length 7-8m

Piton:
medelen 50 cm

Piton:
medelen 80cm

Source: interview with Stakeholder, Observasion, and FGD, 2012

The change that is experienced by smallholding forest with regard to LEI at Wonogiri
Regency and SVLK at Blora Regency and Sengon SVLK at Wonosobo Regency is only
the formation of institution or organization of smallholding forest is Forest Management
Unit. FMU includes 4 smallholding forest groups at Wonogiri Regency, Gapoktanhut “Jati
Mustika” at Blora Regency and ‘Asosiasi Petani Hutan Rakyat’ (APHR) ‘Joko Madu’ at
Wonosobo Regency, which is one of the requirements of making LEI and SVLK. One of
the reasons why it is necessary to establish an organization for smallholding forest is to
make LEI and SVLK certificates costs a lot of money (the cost for making LEI and SVLK
certificates is around Rp 50 million – Rp 80 million for five year period and the cost for
monitoring Rp 10 million per year), but if these are paid in group the cost will be a lot
cheaper. Therefore, they need to establish an organization first. At the initial stage, the
making of certificates was facilitated by NGO “Persepsi” for LEI (in 2007) at Wonogiri
Regency and NGO “ARuPA” for SVLK certification at Blora and Wonosobo (in 2011).
Apart from the above reason, the formation of people’s economy institution is also a
prerequisite to realize SVLK in the future, such as the establishment of “Jati Mustika”
Cooperation at Blora and “Joko Madu” Cooperation at Wonosobo. In the future if this
certification can be realized completely, business transaction of legal timber from
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smallholding forest – as sellers – and industries – as buyers of the timber – can go
through the cooperation that has been established in each regency.
The presence of LEI and SVLK has helped arrange the filing of information about
teakwood belonging to smallholding forest at Wonogiri and Blora Regency to be in a
better order. However, the existence of FMU, Gapoktanhut “Jati Mustika”, and APHR
‘Joko Madu’ has brought about consequences to the smallholding forest’s trade. This is
because as soon as they join in the smallholding forest’ organization (Gapoktanhut/APHR)
there are some collective regulations that must be adhered to by the smallholding forest;
if they want to cut and sell trees, they must get a permission from Gapoktanhut/APHR.
Previously, smallholding forest are free to sell trees “out of necessity” for bridging fund to
meet their urgent household needs, including for schools, children’s marriage, “buwok”
(contribution given to neighbours that have a feast), and many other necessities. It is
clear that the presence of the groups (Gapoktanhut/APHR) will control these cutting
activities, so that smallholding forest will have no solution for their economical problems.
This will never happen if the bridging fund that is provided by Gapoktanhut/APHR can
tackle the smallholding forest’s economical problems.
Based on the condition of the timber trade that will go on in the future, it can be estimated
the influence of SVLK on the economy of the wood smallholding forest. The followings
are some facts of the influence of LEI certification on the smallholding forest’s trade at
Wonogiri and estimation of the influence of SVLK on the teakwood trade at Blora and
Sengon at Wonosobo.
(1)

LEI Certification at Wonogiri Regency
The existing facts show that there are no effects at all of the LEI certification validated in 2007 – on teakwood trade at Wonogiri Regency. Instead, Gerhan
Program – launched by Government in 2004 – consisting of a direct value (that is
a more intensive rice planting), an indirect value (that is a huge provision of water
volume/debit) and an intangible value (that is green environment, not barren, and a
beautiful view) – has more significant impacts than the economical impacts of LEI
certification. Table 11 shows some points of view of agents experiencing teakwood
trade at Wonogiri Regency on LEI certification.
From Table 11, it can be seen that almost all smallholding forest timber agents at
Wonogiri Regency have positive views on the LEI certification because of the
peacefulness, safety, and comfort when they sell their wood. The precense of LEI
certificate has made their business become legal; besides, they can also expand
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their supply chain and have high prices if the ‘premium price’ can be realized.
Nevertheless, some negative views are also presented by these smallholding forest
timber agents when they have to deal with additional operational cost that they must
pay for making the LEI certificate. This adiditional cost is a burden for the agents
because the market target is still relatively small; it is still conducted locally, in the
districts or regencies, not export-oriented, so that their business can actually go on
whether they have LEI certificate or not.
Table 11. Views of Forest Timber Trade Agents on LEI Certification at Wonogiri Regency
Views on LEI certification

Supply Chain
Agents

Positive
-

Small-Scale
Timber Traders

-

-

Large-Scale
Timber Traders

-

-

-

Industries

-

-

Show wood ownerhip and legal proof
of the wood
Make it easy to control distribution of
wood at Giriwoyo
Aid in the smoothness, peacefulness
and safety of the sellers when
transporting the wood because it is
legal
The presence of LEI certificate gives
peacefulness and safety in doing
business and transporting wood
Increase network in timber trade due
to partnership program with industries
in Bali
Process of delivering wood outside the
regions flows smoothly because of LEI
certificate
Expand market and improve
competitiveness with other industries
Industries have more confidence
because the wood they sell has got
LEI certificate
Give comfort and peacefulness in
doing business because they have got
LEI certificate
The wood is safe when being
transported just by showing LEI
certificate

Negative
-

-

-

-

-

Pay additional cost for making LEI
certification
Wood price does not increase since
the ‘premium price’ never occurs

Pay additional fee for operational
cost if LEI must be paid by the
fermers themselves
Some areas ask for additional
administration fee when LEI is
effective
No improvement in selling price
because the ‘premium price’ never
turns up

the existence of additional cost or
fee when making LEI certificate
business will continue whether
there is LEI certificate or not

Source: Compiled from Survey and FGD at Wonogiri Regency (2012)

Observation in the field shows that there are no changes at all, before and after
timber business was validated by LEI certificate at Wonogiri Regency. Although
FMU has been established, timber trade is still carried out by smallholding forest.
There was indeed a large scale timber trade in 2008 that sold Trembesi wood to
Bali and then exported it to Belgium and Middle East. The arrangement for doing
export was carried out through the industry that was located at Selopuro, Batuwarno
District, Wonogiri Regency. However, this happened only once. After that there has
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never been any timber trade that is cerfitified. Therefore, smallholding forest timber
at Wonogiri keep going, whether there is LEI certification or not.
In addition, from the FGD and in-depth interviews, there are several points on the
influence of the LEI certification of Teak wood trade in Wonogori Regency, namely:
(a) The value chain does not change before or after the LEI certification and the
trading institutions such as wood cutters-smallscale merchants-wholesalers still
play a major role in the trading activities. No new institution for timber trade
emerging in Wonogori Regency;
(b) Premium price is always a lure for smallholding forest as a form of LEI
certification campaign by NGOs (that Teak wood prices increased to Rp 15
million/m3 in 2007), and this increase has not been realized, resulting in some
great doubts from the smallholding forest towards this LEI certification;
(c) By de facto, there has been no change in wood prices due to the LEI
certification since the small scale timber growers generally sell their timber to
the market and not for export. Prices on the supply chain of small scale Teak
wood in Wonogori Regency are determined by the timber size (medelin/stem
circumference/diameter) and age, and it is not determined by the smallholding
forest’ possession of LEI certificate.
The smallholding forest trade in Wonogori Regency address the LEI certification
apathetically since the lure of premium prices has never happened. Teak wood
trade still runs in a domestic-subsistent way (see Table 8), with high frequency of
'nempil' and 'tebang butuh'. The smallholding forest still sell timber to the traders
who still have the kinship with them, and this becomes a solution when the
smallholding forest households experience economic difficulties.
The price of Teak wood (stands) before and after the publication of the LEI
certification does not change, which is still Rp 3-4 Juta/ m3. For smallholders, there
is no difference whether they have the certification or not because the fee for
making the LEI certification was facilitated and paid for by the NGO of Persepsi, and
the fees for mentoring and the making of the certificate are quite high (reaching from
Rp 50 million to Rp 80 million). To date, the realization and sustainability of the LEI
certification in Wonogori Regency are unclear especially after the members of NGO
of Persepsi never visit them the smallholding forest anymore.
(2)

The SVLK Certification in Blora Regency
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In implementing the certification of SVLK to avoid illegal logging trade, there must
be a coordination and integration of formal timber trade institutions, starting from
smallholding forest to wood processing industries. Therefore, in Blora, in March
2012, there was an effort made to establish trade partnership between Gapoktanhut
"Jati Mustika" and a furniture industry that has been certified by SVLK i.e. "Jawa
Furnish" industry in the Special Region of Yogyakarta (DIY). At the end of May 2012,
the MoU between "Java Furnish" industry and "Jati mustika" Cooperative was
signed facilitated by the Forest Office as a Regional Working Unit (SKPD) of Blora
Regency, with the hope that the partnership of legal small scale timber trade which
has obtained SLVK certification can be accomplished as soon as possible so that
the existing trading institution for the small scale timber Blora Regency can be
changed, as presented in Figure 19.

Buyers from
other areas

Industries/
Wholesaler
Large-scaled
Collectors

Middlemen
Before Log
Legalization

Buyers from
other areas
Industries/
Large-scaled
Enterprises

SMALL
HOLDING
FOREST
Gapoktanhut
Jati Mustika

After Log
Legalization

	
  

SMALL
HOLDING

The establishment of partnership with
“Jawa Furnish” Industry in DIY

FOREST
Figure 19. The Possibility of Changes in Smallholding Forest Timber Trade Before and After the
Enforcement of SVLK Certification in Blora Regency

The existence of this trade partnership gives a negative meaning for the existence
of the Forest Trade Agents who have played a great role in the lives of smallholding
forest. In a normal condition without SLVK certificate, small scale traders/wood
cutters and wholesalers (the collectors) purchase Teak wood directly from the
smallholding forest in cash. The wood cutters have been acting as a bridging fund
for smallholding forest timber trade, especially when they face problems to fulfill
their household urgent needs. The dependence of smallholding forest on artisan is
high, although they are always at a disadvantage as the recipients of the lowest
profit margin
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Figure 19 shows the estimated changes that occur in the presence of SLVK
certification in Blora Regency so that the trading agents existing in the small scale
timber trade in the value chain can be cut. Instead of improving the fairness in the
small scale timber trade, the SLVK certification in Blora Regency requires
smallholding smallholding forest to sell their Teak wood formally to the certified
wood processing industries, and it is estimated that it will reduce the Teak wood
trade institutions, i.e. artisan (small- scaled traders) and collectors (wholesalers).
Different views on small scale timber trade agents on the estimation of SLVK
certification if this will be realized on Teak wood trade in Blora Regency are
presented in Table 12.
Table 12. Views of the Timber Forest Trade on Estimation of the application of SLVK Certification
in Blora Regency
Views on SVLK Certification

Agents of Forest
Trade Timber
1. Small holding

2. Small Scale
Timber Traders

Positive
-

Logs can be safely sold without being
caught by the Forestry Officers, there
are no obstacles in the sale of logs

-

-

Origin of logs is clear becausestamped
and barcode is attached to them

Additional administration cost for
smallholding forest for the making
of SVLK certificate

-

-

Prices can increase due to the
realization of Premium Price

The smallholding forest do not care
with the SLVK certification because
they sell their wood in the country

-

There are no red tips through
SIT/SKAU or SKSKB

-

-

There will be more opportunities for
partnerships with the entreprenuers

The SLVK certification has not fully
been implemented because the red
tips still exist regardless of the
certification

-

The condition remains the same
regardless of the SVLK Certification
since red tips ranging from Rp
50,000 tp Rp 75,000 per log must
be paid to the Village Office

-

There are not many benefits of
SLVK certification since timber
market is still at the neighbor level

-

Additional fee must be paid by the
smallholding forest/merchants in
the future if they want to make
SVLK certificate by themselves

- Local trader can easily penetrate export
if their produts are certified bu SLVK
-

-

3. Industries

Negative

-

The market is clear and local products
are not rejected in the export market if
the SVLK certificate is presented to the
buyers
The local entrepreneurs can be
developed so that the farners will also
get the advantages because the
certification can increase their logs’
selling prices
Through the SLVK certification, wood
trade will be orderly so that competition
in price among the trade agents can be
minimized

-

The industries are able to export wood
more easily with SVLK certification

-

SLVK certification must be
implemented because the timber
selling prices in the market are
expected to rise

-

SVLK certification can overcome
difficulties in obtaining legal and
accepted wood in the global market

- Additional fee must be paid to make
the SVLK certificate
- Additional worker is required to
stamp/to put barcode on every
single log sold
- Trade activities run as usual because
SLVK certification has not been
fully implemented
- The trade is getting harder because
the wood transaction must be
carried through a cooperative once
SLVK certification is implemented

Source:Compilation from Surveys and FGD in Blora Regency (2012).
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Positive views emerged from all agents of the small scale timber trade in Blora
Regency on the existence SLVK certification, which can expand the market network
(not only for domestic market but also for exports) and the selling price will be
higher if the 'premium prices' from the incentives SLVK certification will be realized
in the future. With the existence of SLVK certification, it is hoped that the timber
industries have no more difficulties in obtaining legal and accepted wood or logs in
the global market. In addition, the SVLK certification can also help the development
of local entrepreneurs to be export-oriented entrepreneurs, thus indirectly increasing
their profits
However, there are also negative views expressed by the small scale timber trade in
Blora Regency because they must deal with the additional permit cost to be incurred
for the making of the SLVK certificate. The additional cost will be a burden for the
trade agents because the majority of small scale timber trade in Blora still have
small scale market shares, and they are only for local orientation and not for export
so that the trades still run regardless of the SLVK certification. The disapproval
towards this SLVK certification also emerged because the village office (village
head) frequently and freely asks for red tips for the issuance of permit certificates,
and this condition is predicted to remain the same with the existence of SLVK
certification. Regardless of SLVK certification, transaction costs must still be paid
ranging from Rp 50,000 to Rp 75,000 per log in the village office, and this has been
conducted from generation to generation.
Similar condition occurs in the small scale timber trade in Blora, because the SLVK
certification for Teak wood has just recently been approved by the government, the
'hustle and bustle' of SLVK certification has not given a great effect on the timber
trade in Blora. From the FGD and in-depth interviews, a number of negative effects
can be predicted and identified if the SLVK certification is realized in the timber
trade in Blora, as follows:
(a) The plan for establishing a partnership between an SLVK certified industry of
"Java Furnish" in DIY and the smallholding forest in Blora Regency as listed in
the MoU is estimated to cut the existing network and market institutions, thus
reducing the role of small scale traders and wholesalers (see Figure 16 above);
(b) The existence of SLVK certification and partnership with an SLVK certified
industry of "Java Furnish" in DIY will eliminate the existing social capital among
the smallholding forest of timber and wood cutters/ wholesalers, since the wood
cutters or small-scaled traders commonly play a role as a 'bridging fund' agent
for smallholding forest trade when they face financial difficulties;
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(c) The implementation of SLVK certification from the smallholding forest to the
industry which will change the small scale timber trade in Blora from oligopoly to
monopoly (a single player: JF, the exporter in DIY) is estimated to harm the
smallholding forest because it becomes difficult for them to sell their timber
freely and to cut trees to fulfill their urgent needs;
(d) With the existence of SLVK certificate, just like LEI certificate, there is always a
lure of premium prices; therefore, it is estimated that there is an economic
disincentive from the SLVK certification when the smallholding forest of Teak
wood have not experienced premium prices in Blora Regency;
(e) With the existence of SLVK certificate, the small scale timber trade must be
conducted through a group of Gapoktanhut and "JATI MUSTIKA" Cooperative,
as a result, the timber sale system of tree cutting out of necessities by the
smallholding forest becomes difficult due to prior coordination with the group
leader of Gapoktanhut. In fact, this system is an informal economic institution
which becomes an economic survival strategy for the Teak wood smallholding
forest’ households in Blora regency;
(f) The property right of the smallholding forests becomes weak due to the SLVK
certification because of the considerably great role of Gapoktanhut so that it can
regulate everything, including when it will sell the small scale timber; also, a
sense of worry by the small scale emerges because if their timber is certified
timber, there will be impact on the rising cost of land tax;
(g) There is no certainty on the sustainability of SLVK certification because of the
consequences on fees of certificate renewal and monitoring activity which are
costly for the small scale forest timber if they should take care and pay the fees
by themselves without any financial and technical assistance from the NGO of
"ARuPA".
In addition, from the FGD and in-depth interviews, there are some positive points
predicted to emerge due to the realization of SLVK certification on timber trade in
Blora Regency, as follows:
(a) The existence of SLVK certification will encourage the emergence of the
initiation of a partnership in the timber forest trade that is a partnership with
"Java Furnish" industry (MoU was signed in May 2012) functioning as a collector
of certified small scale timber in the future, so as to provide assurances in
market and prices of timber in Blora Regency and to change the timber trade to
become export-oriented;
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(b) The SLVK certification which requires a formation of smallholding forest timber
will strengthen the small scale timber institution that is developed through
Gapoktanhut of "Jati Mustika" and create a new economic institution, namely
"Jati Mustika" Cooperative which was established directly from the bottom level
(grass roots ) of smallholding forest timber trade;
(c) The SLVK certification will give an impact on smallholding forest management
so that it be more well ordered: there are some data on land area width, number
of trees owned by the smallholding forest, and so on, so as to facilitate the sale
of timber by smallholding forest;
The impact of ratification of the SLVK certificate which has been running for four
months (when the survey was conducted) is not so obvious in the active trade of
Teak wood in Blora Regency. There are still many smallholding forest who sell their
wood in 'cutting out of necessites' i.e. to fulfill their urgent needs, and timber prices
are determined by the quality of wood (with diameter wood, amount of wood
'gumbal' , and so on), but not by the presence or absence of barcode marking the
SLVK certification.
The FGD also reveals that smallholding forest are still waiting for 'premium prices' if
their timber is labeled with the SLVK certification as promised during the campaign
of SLVK certification. The Forest Office of Blora Regency is coordinating a
partnership with a certified artisan industry of "Java Furnish" in DIY, so that the
smallholding forest of Gapoktanhut "Jati Mustika" can sell their Teak wood "Java
Furnish" through the Cooperative of "Jati mustika ".
Nevertheless, the existing facts are not as ideal as mentioned above, because the
validity period of SLVK certification is only for five years i.e. until 2016. The question
is what will happen if the small scale timber trade through a partnership with "JF"
has not been realized, but the SLVK certification validity period has expired.
Obviously, there will be a problem in renewing the SLVK certificate. Currently, for
the smallholding forest in Blora Regency, regardless of the existence of SLVK
certification, they have no problems since the making of SLVK certificate in 2011
was facilitated by the NGO of "ARuPA" to Rp 50 million per certificate, excluding the
cost of monitoring and evaluation of land survey that should be paid annually.
(3)

SVLK Certification in Wonosobo Regency
The condition of Sengon timber in Wonosobo after the issuance of SLVK certificate
is not much different from that in Blora. The small scale timber trade in Wonosobo
becomes liberal because the small scale Sengon timber trade is more oriented
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towards a market with many buyers and many sellers, and it is 'profit oriented' so
that smallholding forest can select their buyers (traders) who will offer a higher
selling price. The Sengon timber trade in Wonosobo Regency is very active, but it is
not due to the SLVK certification.
In anticipation of the illegal timber trade, the SLVK certification must be applied in
Wonosobo Regency by building a partnership between APHR "Joko Madu" and "PT.
ABP "in Temanggung, Central Java. Figure 20 illustrates the changes of Sengon
timber trade after the implementation of SLVK certification in Wonosobo Regency.
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Figure 20. Timber Trade Before and After the Enforcement of SLVK Certification in Wonosobo

Figure 20 shows that changes in Sengon timber trade in Wonosobo Regency after
the SLVK certification are estimated to cut the number of Sengon timber trading
institutions that have existed so far, namely wood cutters, depos and suppliers. In
fact, it is only the 3rd trading agent that is in direct contact with the smallholding
forest, and the social capital has been established even though the smallholding
forest always serve as the injured party in regards to their value added distribution.
The existence of SLVK certification in Wonosobo Regency is estimated not to
improve the prosperity of the smallholding forest. Instead of improving the fairness
in the smallholding agents in Sengon timber trade, the establishment of partnership
with "PT ABP" industry in Temanggung reduces the three levels of trade agents so
that fairness in the marketing system is moving away from the smallholding forest.
Various views from the Sengon timber trade agents on the realization SLVK in
Wonosobo Regency are shown in Table 13.
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Table 13. The view of Forest Timber Trading Agents on SVLK in Wonosobo Regency
The View on Certification

People’s Timber
Trading Agents
Small-Scale
Traders

Large-Scale
Traders

3. Industries

Positive
-

SVLK can be applied as long as it does
not burden smallholding forest/buyers
and causes the timber selling price better

-

SVLK is required in order to increase
timber”s seling prices since if SVLK is
applied, there will be a ‘premium price’

-

SVLK is needed to provide guarantee on
high timber price with controlled timber
quality

-

Negative
-

SVLK will only add up the fee for its
certificate which is relatively high

-

SKAU is relatively legal for trading
timber, then why should SVLK be
applied?

SVLK can reduce illegal contribution for
SKAU/SKSKB

-

When there is SVLK, there will be
an additional certificate fee

-

SVLK Certificate is required to make
timber transportation smooth and safe

-

-

SVLK makes timber selling and buying
activities easier

SKAU/SKSKB is adequate, so
there is no need to waste money for
taking care of SVLK

-

SVLK will be able to solve problems for
industrial raw material suppliers to obtain
a letter for timber that will be despatched

-

SVLK cannot be accepted by small
scale as it was just socialized within
a short time

-

SVLK is expected to be able to
overcome problems on obtaining license
for transporting industrial raw materials
from regency government

-

There is an additional fee for
obtaining SVLK certificate

-

Smallholding timber do not need
SKAU, let alone SVLK certificate; a
receipt will be adequate since the
trading is just from house to house

-

Giving more jobs to make SVLK
barcode or print

-

SVLK industries will be able to open
network for export markets in addition to
the domestic ones

-

SVLK will add the profit for timber
industries since through SVLK , timber
quality will be controlled

-

If there is a premium price, the price of
smallholding forest timber will increase
so that the economic benefits that will be
gained by not only smallholding forest,
but also industries will increase

Source: Compiled from Survey and FGD in Wonosobo (2012)

Table 13 reveals that not all of Sengon timber trading agents in Wonosobo have
negative views towards SVLK certification. Those with positive views believe that
SVLK certificate is important to guarantee the price of Sengon timber in the future.
Furthermore, SVLK is required to make the timber transport smooth and safe due
to SVLK legal letters, and to expand network for export markets. Additionally, if
there is a ‘premium price’ timber selling price will be high. If SVLK is realized in the
future, it is predicted that economic benefits will be obtained by smallholding forest,
small scale traders, big scale traders, up to industries. Indeed, SVLK is expected to
be able to realize since so far suppliers for industrial raw materials have
experienced difficulties in obtaining a legal letter for timber that will be despatched.
Thus, SVLK is expected to make Sengon timber trading smooth.
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In contrast, negative views on SVLK certificate were revealed by a number of
smallholding forest timber trade agents in Wonosobo Regency. Firstly, they have to
add extra fee for SVLK certificate on top of the fee for production and transaction
which are reasonably high but still have to be paid by small scale traders and
industries. Secondly, most of them consider that taking care of a new SVLK
certificate is just a waste since so far, they already have SKAU which is fairly legal
for smallholding forest timber trading. In addition, the socialization of SVLK
certificate is felt to be instantaneous as it has to be realized in the levels of
smallholding forest and primary industries in December 2012, while in the level of
secondary industries SVLK, it has to be carried out in December 2013, although not
all smallholding forest, small scale traders, large scale traders and industries have
similar understanding on such SVLK certificate. Therefore, the timing to realize
SVLK needs to be reconsidered, not in rush, but there must be a period of time
given to all trading agents to understand and finally get ready in accepting SVLK.
The results of FGD and indepth interview show a number of points of influence that
can be predicted if SVLK certificate will finally be realized for Sengon timber trading
in Wonosobo; namely:
(a)

If SVLK is applied homogeneously for all scale timber industries, there will be
a big number of industries eliminated because out of 168 industries, there are
only 48 possessing license (as a requirement of SVLK). The remaining
industries have not obtained the license. Meanwhile, finding such license is
realitively

difficult

for

artisan

industries

which

are

informal

whose

characteristics are: their business types are easily changed, working for only a
certain period, easy to move from one place to another with a fairly high
mobility but limited capital. In other words, it will be difficult if all industries in
Wonosobo have to have SVLK per December 2013
(b)

Like teak wood trading in Blora, the presence of SVLK certificate for Sengon
timber in Wonosobo will probably cut two supply chains, that is, wood cutters
and depo/collectors (see Picture 17), who have had direct contact with
smallholding forest in selling and buying timber and always pay in cash to
timber smallholding forest. In general, these suppliers provide ’bridging fund’
for depo/collectors, while suppliers are always paid in BG (every three months)
by industries. However, with the presence of an SVLK with initiation on
partnership with industries prossessing SVLK, that is “PT. ABP” in
Temanggung (see Table 8), the ’bridging fund’ institutions will no longer exist;
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(c)

The presence of SVLK certificate will change the trading of Sengon timber in
Wonosobo from oligopoly that

has been in practice for years towards

monopolistic with a solely buyer that has been certified; namely ”PT. ABP” in
Temanggung;
(d)

SVLK Certificate will have an impact on the economic disincentive of Sengon
smallholding forest timber trading as long as there is no premium price and
can give pleasure to smallholding forest of Sengon so that they have no care
whether or not the Sengon timber they are selling have an SVLK barcode;

(e)

In the level of smallholding forest, formalization of timber obtained from the
groups which make timber selling from ’tebang butuh’ (cutting dure to urgent
needs) by other smallholding forest trade is becoming more difficult since it
has to be under supervision of APHR and they have to go to”Joko Madu”
Cooperative to sell their timbers. In other words, smallholding forest will loose
their flexibelity when cutting because there are collective regulations that have
to be followed in Sengon timber trading;

(f)

There is no certainty in the sustainibility of SVLK certification since the
consequence for both extention fee and SVLK certification monitoring is
considered to be relatively expensive for Sengon timber smallholding forest
trade. Moreover, a barcode has not been a must in Sengon timber trading in
Wonosobo Regency so far.

The following are a number of predicted positive impacts if one day SVLK
certification is realized upon timber trading in Wonosobo:
(a)

The presence of SVLK Certificate will give an impact on the strength of
smallholding forest group networking through APHR ”Joko Madu” and there
will be a new economic institution; namely, ”Joko Madu” cooperative which
grows directly from the society (grass root), as a requirement of applying
SVLK in Sengon smallholding forest timber trading in Wonosobo;

(b)

With the presence of SVLK Certificate, there is a charge of having a new
management for smallholding forest timber which is more well-organized in
order to support the quality of Sengon timber being traded, including writing
data on total area, the number of trees owned, and the like;

(c)

The presence of SVLK Certificate from the level of smallholding forest (down
stream) to industries (upper stream) activated an initiative on market network
partnership, that is, a partnership with ”PT ABP” industry in Temanggung as
collectors for certified Sengon people’s timber in the future
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Based on the above discussion, it can be revealed that the presence of SVLK Certificate
gives more negative than positive impacts. SVLK Certificate has not been able to offer
fairness for smallholding forest timber if it is not able to change added value distribution
for smallholding forest who, up to this point, have accepted the smallest added value
along the supply chain of smallholding forest trading, not only for smallholding forest in
Wonogiri and Blora regency, but also in Wonosobo Regency. Instead of giving profits to
smallholding forest of timber through premium price for timbers sold with SVLK barcode
– which is still a proposition only-, smallholding forest trade have to think hard how to
obtain fund for extending SVLK as its fee is reasonably high. Nevertheless, whatever
impacts smallholding forest trade have to go through, SVLK certification policy has to be
carried on in 2013 and since it is a mandatory, it has to be realized by all smallholding
forest trade whether or not they like it.

5.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the present condition of timber
trading in Wonogiri, Blora and Wonosobo Regency have structures, systems and market
orientation which is different from timber trading. In general, the structure of smallholding
forest trade is oligopoly with a market system of domestic-subsisten and not profit
oriented for trading Teak and Sengons. The variation on prices of smallholding forest
timber is largerly determined by both diameter and quality of timber, where prices are
higher for timbers with big diameter and smaller number of ‘gumbal’ than those with
smaller diameter (‘piton’) and big number of ‘gumbal’. The longer the value chain in the
trading of smallholding timber, the smaller the added value distribution obtained by agent
of timber trading. In this particular case, smallholding forest have become the trading
agents who always get the smallest added value distribution although, ironically, it is also
smallholding forest who have to spend bigger production cost (including culture and
nursery) compared to the other trading agents such as ‘penebas’, traders, collectors or
industries.
Then, how is the prediction on the influence of SVLK in the future towards the real trading
of smallholding timbers? LEI (although it is has been inactive until now) once found out
that there are several things that can be used as ‘lesson learned’. Instead of ending illegal
logging on smallholding forest trade – who own obvious property right – this SVLK
certification is, in the contrary, hinder the selling practice of ’tebang butuh’ that is often
carried out by smallholding forest since this is considered to be informal economic
institution, which at the same time, can be an economic strategy survival for the
household of smallholding forest in Wonogiri, Blora and Wonosobo Regency. Besides,
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both LEI and SVLK certifications at the moment are believed to give more negative
impacts on the fairness of smallholding forest trading agents in Wonogiri, Blora and
Wonosobo Regency than the positive ones, that is, cutting institutions of timber trading
agents that have been playing the roles in providing bridging fund for smallholding forest
through a partnership between smallholding forest and industries with certified SVLK.
Furthermore, the above conclusion leads to the idea that there is a need for
reconsideration of SVLK Certificate Policy, particularly, the points related to smallholding
forest timber trade as the major targets since smallholding forest in Blora and Wonosobo
Regencies are not the agents of illegal logging; they are the ones who own obvious
property right upon their forest land which can be in the forms of fields or yards planted
with Teak and Sengons. Moreover, from the side of timber trading, the involvement of
smallholding forest as the main targets in SVLK policy is considered not appropriate since
smallholding forest in both regencies mentioned above majority sell ‘tebang butuh’ with
‘piton’ size to merely domestic markets and very domestic-subsystem, so they do not
have any orientation on export market at all.
Accordingly, it is necessary to think comprehensively about a trading of smallholding that
is able to improve the fairness in added value distribution, particularly the one able to
increase profit margin for smallholding forest – the agents who have been placed in the
side of those who always gain loss and receive the smallest marketing margin. Incentives
of having premium price can be immediately realized as one of the solutions to improve
market fairness for smallholding forest.
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